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CITY EDITION

then we may reach a solution that
will enable the business community
BALLOONISTS IIEET
OF
to settle down on & proper and legitimate basts. I hope the time is near
AERIAL STORMS
now when we must get together for
prosperity. We must eliminate, so far
as we can, this desire to attack wealth
PARTICIPANTS IN RACE OBLIGED
earned by thrift and gathered togeth'
TO DESCEND IN EARLY HOURS
r by foresight, attentloi and IndusTHIS MORNING.
try, because that is to set up. a feeling
that bodes no good for the result
Kansas City, Oct. 6. The Amerl- BLACK RIVER FALLS. WIS.. r.UT ONE MAN KILLED AND SEVEN IN can
PRESIDENT - SAYS
COMPETING When a man attempts that he ought NAME REAR ADMIRAL BOREDDO
It one of the nine balloons that. HEADQUARTERS
WITH
A. A.
to be marked by the patriots of the
LINO AS FIRST GOVERNOR
OFF FROM COMMUNICATION
flew away from here in th3
FIRMS ARE A NECESSITY FOR
JURED IN STRIKERS' FIGHT
JONES IN CHARGE HAVE BEEN
racjs
AND LOSS OF LIFE FEARED
country who understand that he is
OF PROVINCE.
yasterday, landed at Emmettsburg
WELFARE OF COUNTRY
AT NEW ORLEANS
OPENED IN ANCIENT CITY.
attempting to use some disaster to
la., approximately 300 miles north of
I
the country to benefit himself.
here, at 1:30 o'clock this morning, af
CASUALTIES WERE NUMEROUS OPERATOR STICKS TO POST MILITIA CALLED OUT ter encountering
"I believe we are going on to
a severe sno-- NOMORETOOTHAGHESALLOWED
DEFENDS THE SUPREME COURT
storm, several thousand feet in the
greater future. If we had allowed
air.
these combinations to go on and de STRICT CENSORSHIP WILL PRE 6RAVE TELEPHONE
GIRL GIVES CIVIL AUTHORITIES ARE ARREST- CHIEF EXECUTIVE SAYS HIGH
E CAMPAIGN, UNLIKE CONVEN- The Topeka II landed safelj at
velop, the only remedy would have
OF
KILLED
WARNING
VENT NUMBER
OF DANGER UNTIL
ING BOTH UNEMPLOYED MEN
TRIBUNAL SHOULD NOT BE
been to change by force the power
Dunnell, Minn., at 8:20 o'clock a. m..
TION, TO BE WAGED WITHBECOMING KNOWN.
WIRES GO DOWN.
AND STRIKEBREAKERS
after an exciting night in a thunder
thus concentrated in the hands of a
ATTACKED.
OUT DELAY.
and rain storm. In descending the
few individuals to the state and then
i
II became entangled In tela
America
we should have had elate socialism.
"TWO GREAT DECISIONS" Ic was the inevitable result of the ITALY ASSUMES DFFENSIVE WHOLE VALLEY SUBMERGED NO TROUBLE ON COAST graph wires and its bccupants were REPUBLICANS MAKEGOODIMOVE
'
movement toward trusts unless bro
painfully bruised..'
xne
GREAT
DAMAGE
SEAPORTS
THE
OF
RED
DONE
MEN
ARE
SHELL
uucxeye,
ken
Lieutenant
WILL
STANDING
IN
FIRM
IN
up.
BLACK
f. p WILL NOT ALLOW THEIR
THUS HE CHARACTERIZES
FIND
mn.
Lahm, pilot, and J. H. Wade,' assist-ant- ,
Now we can get back to competi
RIVER BOTTOMS; STREAM
DEMANDS AND ARE SURE
SEA BECAUSE HER VESSELS
INGS OF COURT IN STANDARD
DIDATES
landed
FOR
SUPREME
ten
COURT
miles
north
tion. We must get back to competisafely
.
THEY WILL WIN
STILL RISING.
WERE FIRED UPON.
OIL AND TOBACCO CASES
of Sparta, Wis., at s o'clock this
TO STUMP THE STATE. ' i
tion as an element In this country.
morning.
If it is impossible--, then let us go to
New
La
6.
Oct.
6.
Wis.,
La.,
Orleans,
Crosse,
Oct
Breaks
Eight
Rear Admiral Boreddolino has been
The Berlin I, Lieutenant Leopold
rocateuo, ldano, Oct. 6. In a socialism, for there Is no way be made Italian governor of Tripoli fol have occurred in both the upper and strikebreakers and a deputy United
speech before the chamber of com tween. I, for one, am not discour lowing the military occupation of the lower dams of the La Crosse Water States marshal were wounded in yes- Voght, pilot; Lieutenant Schoeller, 4 DEMOCRATIC STATE TICKET
assistant landed near Austin, Minn., 4 For Governor W. C. McDonald.
meree today. President Taft bitterly aged, as yet. In. the hope that we may
city by men and guns from tne Ital- Power company at Hatfield on the terday's clashes incident to the rail
4 Carrizozo.
assailed the critics of the United return to a legitimate and independ ian fleet. Today'!? advices describe Black river, CO miles northeast of road strike and five of tne former are at 10 o'clock this morning.
4:
For Lieutenant
States supreme court and asserted ent competition. I am an individual the Arabs of the vicinity as offering here. The five million dollar prop in hospitals.
Louis Lackauer of
Governor E.
4 C. de Baca, Las Vegas.
anew his views aa to the relation of ist and not a socialist
4submission ltd, (the Invaders, while erty of this company is menaced and Brooklyn, died today from his injuries. DIG CROWDS ATTEND
a
Mr. Taft then pleaded for kindlie the Turkish defenders of the
For Secretary of State Anto- - 4the government to business.
the
district,
Twelve
large
of
Including
dozen
ahalf
strikebreakers',
city
garrison
Black River Falls, with 2,000 inhabi strikers and a detective are in Jail,
I love judges and I love courts,' feeling between various elements of have retired to the interior.
4 nio Lucero, Laa Vegas.
13 under water.
the
declared
the
He
For State Treasurer O. N.
A
distants,
Baia tne president.
AGRICULTURAL
with
are
community.
con
News
from
great
charged
FAIR
my
rioting.
"They
Tripoli
dispatches
Ideals on earth that typify what we business of "muckraking" would cease tinue meager, as the Italians exercise trict in the Black River valley also is
Marron, Albuquerque.
4shall meet afterward In heaven under If people would disregard the attacks strict censorship. Reports from the submerged.
4 For Attorney General W. R.
National Guards Called
ALL
EXHIBITS ARE NOW
N 4 McGill. Ta Tnda
a just God. And when a court is do upon the motives and character or frontier indicate that there were At noon the Black River Falls teleMcComb City, Miss., Oct 6. The
ARMORY
EVENOPEN
PLACE;
that
and
ascribe
water
operator
those
phone
reported
more
Its
For State Auditor Francisco
casualties during the bombardexercising authority
ing
Gulfport and Aberdeen companies of
duty, when It is trying to in
f
INGS UNTIL 10 O'CLOCK
4 A. Manzanares, Jr., Fort Sumner.
terpret the law as it ought to be, to proper motives until the motives are ment than has been officially con was surrounding the telepnone build- the National Guard, left here today
were
4that
out
of
ing,
to
shown
people
firmed.
be
moving
a.
For SuDerlntendMit.
for Water Valley, where there has
have it condemned and attacked and
f Pnhi
improper.
The secona day of the Las Vegas 4- - Instruction Alvin N.
It is good times, it is prosperity,"
The only other development of im houses in the lowei part of town and been rioting growing put of the 111!
n. ,
its motives questioned for mere poll
wi,it
Agricultural f airtbpened this morning 4- ver Citv
tical purposes without any solid the president concluded, "when peo portance today was a statement from that it was dangerous to remain nois Central strike.
was
Thereafter
vlth many additional exhibits in all 4. For Commissioner of P,,hH
it
longer.
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when
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assume
Impossible
the
that
would
good,
ple
wages
for
to
happy,
Italy
ground
attack, goes
my heart
of the departments and at noon, the 4- - Lands J. L.
and I resent it with deep indigna when prices, are normal, when the offensive in the Red Sea, attacking to raise Black River Falls on either
Emerson. Carlsbad
Quiet on the Coast
family has shoes and something to the seaports of Yemen if necessary, telephone line connecting with La
San Francisco, Oct. 6. Beyond the time when entries closed, the armory U For Justices of the Sunreme tion."
President Taft said he had received eat and the children go to school because the fort of Hodeidah had Crosse. Relief parties are being posting of twenty additional guards was filled with the best specimens of U Court Summers Burkhart, Albu- hastily organized here, scouts are about the local shops and the sending grain, vegetables, poultry and live 4i querque; W. A. Dunn, Roswell; many criticisms on the point, but as Those are times when everybody i;i fired on an Italian cruiser.
British Ship Captured.
being sent out among the farmers of strike breakers to San Luis Obispo fctock ever seen in Laa Vegas. This
Richard H. Hanna, Santa, Fe, yet he had failed to receive an an- happy."
saw many farmers on their
them to take to the high there were no
6.
warning
en- Saloniki,
Mr.
were
Oct
Taft
said
en
Tufkey,
railroads
the
(progressive
European
swer to his challenge to W. J. Bryan
republican)
in morning
developments
today
lands and preparations
are being the shopmen's strike situation, on the way to the armory with exhibits that
dorsed
Turkish battleship FetM-Bu-- .
and other publicists, to cite a single titled to proper treatment and should
had not been entered yesterday on 4 For Members of Congress 4- made to combat Jthe hlgjier waters
ease ot combination in restraint ot be saved from the attacks ot th- lend held up and searched-heKnsl- i
Pacific coast
steamer
aocount
tbe
email
of the pouring 2in and now 4- Harvey B. Fsrgramon, Albuqmr- - 4expected
among
Orchis.and
tonight
who
would
man
or
the
P. Q. Athen, head of the Southern
trade which ought to be condemned demagogue
of powder tft larfl.JWolifeirt the villages along the Black river.
department 1 filled to over 4- - Que; Paz Valverde, Union county.
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to
ot
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his
of
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to
Pacific
the
seek
bureau
by
economics,
position
condemned
be
would
which
not
and
4- Several farm houses, floating down
For Corporation Commission- - 4- vessel here as k'nt Ue ot'wir.
that the decision of the train- flowing.
under the supreme court's interpreta- climb over his shoulder into popular
stream in the flood that is flowing day
New Mexico Iu- 4- - era Sol Owen, Clovis; Seferino
exhibit
The
cf
the
Fortress
Fjrasw an Cruiser.
men's convention in Denver to make
tion of the antitrust law in tne Stand- esteem.
l
around the west end of the Hatfield no demands on
nas een completed ana f- Martinez, Colfax; George H.
Masaowa.
rea, Africa. Oct. 6.
the western roads at sane asyium
and
main
dam
water,
ard Oil and Tobacco trust cases.
now shows" the finest specimens cf 4- Van ' Stone, Estancia, (progres-4- power
sending
Hodeidah, a seaport cf
most
this time, was the
important
"What distinguishes this country
Ital- - to a depth of 11 feet over tne top,
garden truck, grown in the west un 4- sive republican) endorsed.
TO UL inn tenJikeM Aimalii; shots at thecrulsdevelopment since the strike began.
tore
at
and
struck
the
from any other one," said the presl DYNAMITE NOT
bridge
tola, which was
awy
4- - 4- 4- - 4- 4- - 4- - 4- 4- This, display,
4 4- - 4
So far, President Reguin, of the der any conditions.
ih
a to protect Ital- - Black River Falls today. The famifor
not
dent, "is the supreme court that we
is
any
competition
however,
men
said
the
Federation,
Shopmen's
e. The shots were with- - lies that had occupied these houses, it
to
bave in Washington, that oft has stood
USED AS EVIDE
were
firm and their success cf the premiums offered but is
Santa Fe,
M., Oct. C Santa Fe
ieiAretuso replied with 1st feared, have perished. Hatfield is was standing
between us and errors that might
show the people of this section what was
certain.
selected
today
by the democratio
is
it
water
that
but
under
would
thought
have
have been committed that
quantities and qualities of farm state central committee as the
per
no lives were lost there.
R
JUDGE
Mexico.
been great injurors to the country, INDIANAPOLIS
produce can be grown in New
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for tha pn-In Des Moines
f
Strike
Car
i
mil
oroccan Figs Renewed.
.
and to turn upon that court and to
TO ALLOW EXPLOSIVE Tv BE
m ba
m
Des Moines, Oct. 6. Des Moines On tie west side, of the hall Ludwig
Berlin, Oct. 6. A group of French'
nas
naraware
w.
man.
question its motives and to attack t
men.
tne
put
TAKEN TO LOS ANGELES.V
Blde of
street car men, numbering nearly 500,
night 0Q
oppo
men hoisted a French flag over the ROYALISTS SEEK TO
seems to me to lay the ax at the
voted to strike unless three up anneexniDitrortne Majesiicrange sIte the repubilcan Btato headquar- today
at
civilization.'
rt
our
Agadir, Morocco, threatening
root of the tree of
o.BcUu ters
National Committeeman A. A.
members of the union, recently dis- company lor wuicu ue
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 6. Jiwge rave International complications. It
Mr. Taft .referred to the supreme
now contains beau- - Jon8 of Las
exhlbt
The
Normal
KING
5
SEAT
c
DEPOSED
criminal
the
o'clock.
of
were
Vegas, was' chosea
reinstated
Joseph
Markey,
charged,
by
bad
Oil
announced that France
procourts disposal of the Standard
tiful drawings, paintings ana worn state chairman. An executive coav
denied
the
of
this
officials
The
county,
today
company
City
Railway
laimed a protectorate and that a
nd Tobacco cases as "two great de- tition of State's
from tbe domestic science depart- - mittee of four to be at Santa Fe dur- refuse to reinstate the men.
Attorney J. D.I
ench cruiser was en route for Aga
cisions."
ADraent of the school, all of which speak ing the campaign was selected a
PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT
Fredericks of Los Angeles county,
well for the class of work being done follows:
"They were two of the greatest California, that dynamite seized in' dir. The French government imme
MITS THAT ROYALISTIC
Assault on Strikebreakers.
diately disavowed the action and, as
trusts that existed," he said, "and, this city at the time of the arrest
in
the big Institution. Gross, Kelly
Arthur Seligman, of Santa Fe;- 6.
an
Oct.
New
EXIST.
Orleans,
Irollowlng
dis- - Granville A. Richardson, of Roswell;!
to
In the working out' of the decree, the John J. McNamara be removed t it is not represented at Agadir, inadded
their
have
and
company
asasult at 11 o'clock today in a brick
v
court bad to make a remedy. The Los Angeles to be used as evidence. structed the French consul at Moga-doin which are quartered 215 play of Empress flour some fine sam- Isaac Barth, of Albuquerque, and5
building
Moroccan
authorities
to
the
ask
6.
PortuThe
Oct.
Badajos, Spain,
flour
Standard Oil company presented all in the trial of the McNamari
from
bread
that
William B. Walton, of Silver City.
made
of
of pies
to take measures to remove the flag guese government admits that royal- strikebreakers, 800
as
could
make
The
the phases of illegality and criminalgood
if
and
republican committee today is- everybody
and
Illinois
railroad
Central
and end the incident
ist disturbances are in progress in the
on exhibitln the com- - sued a statement that the republican
as
bread
that
ity necessary to establish a monopoly
on
tbe
withdrew
strike
sympathizers
According to the latest advices the northern Portugal near the Spanish
at a time when they did not feel the
couldn't supply enough flour to party desires to keep the Judiciary
COLORADO FLOODSWEPT.
Frenchmen were defying the local frontier.
It is asserted that 6,000 approach of police reserves and at pany
metheir
for
concealing
necessity
Denver, Oct. 6 The Huerfano Caliph of Agadir, who on his own men are following the white and blue noon declared a truce until 3:30 meet the demand. J. C. Jobnsen and out of politics and will not permit
west the republican candidates tor the, sub
thods or their motives. The tobacco river is on a rampage from a point 20
the flag of the deposed King Manuel. It O'clock to permit the railroad com Son have in their exhibit on the
ordered
had
kitchen
trust represented an organization miles west of Gardner , in Huerfano responsibility,
preme bench to go out on the stumpv
a
hall
of
to
the
side
the
complete
strikebreakers
transport
pany
exFrench colors lowered, but it is
is also stated that the royalists enatThe democratic convention - com- made in anticipation of the operation county, to Boone, in Pueblo county,
much
attracted
which
has
rfthint
the Frenchmen will yield gaged and defeated republican troops from the city.
that
pected
advice
out
by the
of the law, helped
tention from the cooks and house- pleted Its work and adjourned last
where the stream flows into the Ar when they learn that their govern at a fortified town, 45 miles east ot
Feeling Intense at Houston.
to
avoid
in
order
a
lawyers
if cunning
kansas river. Immense damage has ment has disavowed their act.
2$$'.?
Houston, Texas, Oct 6. With
keepers of the Meadow City. The night
the Braga, and that Captain Couclere
hoveris operation. But against them both been done, to hay and alfalfa ranches
one
record
of
another
dead,,
woman's
satis-field
department was the first exThe German foreign office is
him
men
behind
have
will
30,000
now when we must get together for in the bottom lands. The flood was
with the counter measures tak- when be is prepared to invent Oporto. ing between life and death, threa hibit to be completed and is undoubt INJUNCTION
CASES ARE
been pronounced.'
others badly wounded and several edly the best of all. Visitors here
caused by heavy rains and the subse- en by the French government.
Messages from well Informed perMr. Taft said It was unfortunate quent washing out of two reservoir
or
former
that
with
and
la
Injured
are
employes
employes
it
difficulty
many
sons at Lisbon say these reports are
to date, the Harriman lines strike en
that the country nad gotten into s dams. No loss of life Is reported.
MRS. POWELL MAKES A HIT
SET
fictitious.
largely
like
a
FORJTHIS MONTH
tered on its sixth day here with con
condition that required
remedy
Miss
(Continued on Page Eight)
nee
Mrs. Frank Powell, Jr.,
ditions unsettled and considerable is
this. A remedy of any evil, he said,
Marguerite' Burks, formerly of Las
444.444-4-4-4-THwas bound to produce for a time, not
4.
tensity of feeling.
PETITION OF TRANSCONTINENT
Vegas, according to eastern papers, 4
business disaster, but a difficult situaOPENING GUN
4 has made quite a hit in the theatrical 4
THE OPENING GUN
4
THE OPENING GUN
4
AL RAILWAYS TO BE HEARD
FLOODS IN MEXICO.
tion that might make business slow. 4- The opening gun of the state 4 world. Hiss Burks left here several 4 The opening gun of the state 4
The opening gun of the state 4OCTOBER 16.
Tucson, Ariz., Oct 6. Railroad 4 campaign will be fired, tomorrow 4
But after the solution had been workcampaign will be fired tomorrow
years ago and married Frank Powell 4 campaign will be fired tomorrow 4 traffic with Hermosillo and
Guaymas 4 evening when Holm O. Bursum,
ed out he saw no reason why the
evening when Holm' O. Bursum, 4 who is a musical director and it is in 4- evening when Holm O. Bursum, 4
Washington, Oct 6. The com
- 4
- 4 has been interrupted Indefinitely by
country should not go to greater and
for
4
candidate
for
candidate
govergovertheatrirepublican candidate for gover- - 4- merce court issued an order
this way that she joined the
republican
republican
storm
Sonora
the
which
in
today
raged
greater prosperity.
4 nor, will address a big gathering 4 cal ranks. She is at the present time 4 nor, will address a big gathering 4
4 nor, will address a big gathering
fixing October 16 as the date for the
and Wednesday.
Tuesday
"To on in my place," said the 4-- of San Miguel county people in 4
4
in
in
4
San
4 of
Miguel county people
playing with the Wolf Stock company, 4 of San Miguel county people
The torrents of rain swelled the
hearing of the Application of the
president, "There is no discretion 4 the Duncan opera house. Frank 4 which is well known and stands high 4 the Duncan opera house. Frank 4
the Duncan opera house. Frank
4
A
transcontinental railways for an in
to
flood
Sonora
river
proportions.
with reference to the trial of cases f W. Clancy, the territory's ef fl- - 4 in the middle west.
effleffl4
W. Clancy, the territory's
4 Southern
One of the 4 W. Clancy, the territory's
Pacific bridge was swept
junction against the orders of the In
brought to the attention of the execient attorney general who will 4 Wichita papers says Miss Burks is the 4- cient attorney general who will 4
cient attorney general who will
4
terstate commerce commission on
run
no
until
can
and
be
trains
away
cutive as violations of the law. The 4 be continued in the same capa- - 4 hit of the season in that company.
4 be continued in the same capa- 4 a new trestle is built. Several 4- be continued in the same capa- 4 what are known as the Pacific Coast
not
on.
for 4 city by the new state, will also 4
It is
4- prosecutions must go
city by the new state, will also 4 Southern Pacific bridges spanning the 4 city by the new state, will also 4 cases, affecting Immense general
the executive to say he can withhold 4 make an address as will Frank 4
4- - make an address
as will Frank 4
4 make an address, as will Frank 4- - freight traffic. It probably will be
TODAY'8 GAMES.
Rio .Yaqul have also gone out.
criminal prosecutions, or any kind of f Springer. The speech of tomor- - 4
tomor4of
The
4 Nothing is yet known of the dam- - Springer. The speech of tomor- - several days after the hearing before
speech
New York, Oct. 6. The New York 4 Springer.
4- row evening
prosecutions Just to help business. 4 row evening will be Mr. Bur- - 4 National league team defeated Philawill be Mr. Bur- - 4 a determination is reached.
evening will be Mr. Bur-- 4
age done in Guaymas. as it has been
Business must reform itself, and these 4 sum's first public utterance since 4
4- - sum's first public utterance since 4
utterande since 4
Bum's
first
4
public
In
first
Nationals
the
communicacut
off
today
delphia
from telegraphic
executive duties must be performed 4 his nomination. Hence, it will 4
4 his nomination. Hence, it will
E. 4 his nomination. Hence, it will 4 tions since Tuesday.
Score f
R.H.
game.
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FOR REYES.
'.
under the oath of office that I took 4 be the most important address 4
4- - be the most Important
address 4
5 9 2 4- - be the most important address 4
Philadelphia
San
Oct 8. ArTexas,
Antonio,
and under the oath that those under 4 he will make during the cam- - 4 New York
4- - he will
make during the cam- - 4
make during the cam- - 4- rangements were vir.de today by
10 8 3 4- - he will
LAURIER RESIGNS.
me took.
4 paign. Everybody is urged to be 4
4 paign. 'Everybody is urged to be 4 Ottawa, Ont, Oct 6. The Laurier
paign. Everybody Is urged to be
friends of Gencrol Bernardo Reyes
"But when that part of the business 4-- present and hear him.' A special 4
Brooklyn was defeated by Boston 4- present and hear him. A special 4 ministry has resigned and Premier-Elec- t 4 present and hear him. A special 4 of Mexico for a demonstration on bla
community that thought that the anti- 4 invitation is extended to the, 4 in the first game. Score:
R.H. E. 4 invitation is extended to the 4
R. L. Borden has accepted the 4 Invitation is extended to the 4-- arrival here from New Orleans. It
-- ents
4 call of his.
trust statute did not mean anything 4 ladies.
ladies.
2 4 ladies.
4, is expected that
Boston .
of Francisco
excellency to form a cab- 4- 444undersands that it is to be enforced
0
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4
4
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4
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University and later
pursued special studies In Europe.
When 25 years old he was superin
tendent of schools In Fort Scott,
Kan., which position he held Bve
Next he became assistant
years.
superintendent of public Instruction
in Kansas In 1899 he was appointed
TODAY
president of Upper Iowa University,
holding that position until 1902. In
that year he accepted the presidency
of Miami University, where he re
NEW PRESIDENT OF UNIVERSITY
mained until his recent election as
OF VERMONT IS INDUCTED
president, of the University of VerINTO OFFICE.
Ohio 'VVesleyan

UNIVERSITY HEAD
INSTALLED

mont.

Burlington, Vt., Oct.

CALL

OCTOBER

FOR BIDS

18

Vegas, N. M., October 3, 1911.
Sealed proposals will be recelTed
nt the office of the secretary of the
toard of directors of the New Mexico

LABOR NOTES

There are 125,000 cotton mill oper
atives in North Carolina.
Berkeley, California, is to have a
municipal employment bureau.
There are now 106 unions In the
Hebrew trades of New York City.
Thirty-fiv- e
stateB of the union have
established bureaus of labor statistics.
Palestine is making preparations to
entertain the next convention of the
Texas state Federation of Labor.
Telegraphers on the Grand Trunk
railway are preparing demands for
the betterment of the wage scale and
working conditions.
When President Taft visits Milwau
kee this month he will speak on in
dustrial topics before a public gath
ering of 2,000 employers and employ

Insane Asylum at Las Vegas until ten
o'clock Tuesday, November 7, 1911,
for the furnishing and delivery at
the New Mexico Insane Asylum of all
or any of the hereinafter named supplies required for the maintenance of
the hospital, commencing November
1
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SATURDAY

pounds.

i

EVENING,

7:30

9:30

TO

These Saturday evening" "After Supper Sales" have become so well known it is hardly
necessary for us to say more than name the items.

i
Everyone knows there are exceptional bargains to be had at these sales
come for them and are more than satisfied. '
:

most of you

Saturday evening, 7:30 to 9:30 we have our After Supper Sale No. 30. Following are
some very attractive items which can be had at these hours only.
Attend this sale

'ji

bald-heade- d

-r

'i-

.NAP'

M

A.---

1st, 1911.

Burlington
16,000 lbs. Potatoes.
New Head of Southwestern.
In all her history never saw such an
700 lbs., Evaporated Apples, crop
6.
College
Georgetown, Texas, Oct
assemblage of distinguished men and
1911.
women as was here today to attend ptesldents and other distinguished
700 lbs., Evaporated Peaches, crop
Texas and the neighborthe inauguration of Dr. Guy Potter educators of
1911.
and
here
assembled
estates
today
Benton as president of the Univer ing
500 lbB., Evaporated Apricots, crop
In an interesting
prosity of Vermont. One hundred or participated
1911.
forthe
exercises
of
attending
more of the prominent colleges of gram
400 lbs., Cooking' Figs.
C. M. Bishop
the United States and Canada sent mal installation of Dr.
700 lbs., Raisin, must be 4 crowa.
Univer
Southwestern
of
as
president
their representative scholars to do
700 lbs., Prunes.
t
sity.
suc
honor to the man selected to
4,000
lbs.. Lard, 50 lb. cans. Bidder
es.
ceed tlie late President M. H. Buck
The mine workers of Northumber- name brand.
BALD HEADS NOT WANTED.
ham and to carry the policies of
1,200 lbs., Rice.
land,
England, have declared them
to
educator
their
that distinguished
abo2,500 lbs., Coffee.
the
of
In
for
a
strike
favor
selves
too
Considered
Generally
supreme fulfillment; some of the Baldness it
400 lbs., Guatemala Coffee.
three-shif- t
in use
of
lition
the
sosystem
Advanced
of
a
and
Age.
learned
Sign
scientific
foremost
i1
2,000 lbs., White Corn Meal, more
!
i
i!
A
person does not now.
cieties of America sent distinguished
or
state
one
less, as required.
the
with
unions
Labor
an
chance
have
who
made
throughout
have
equal
delegations; alumni,
400 lbs.. Chewing Tobacco, fresh
their mark in business and profes blessed with a healthy head of hair of Illinois have received ballots for
'
atonal circles, returned once again because baldness is too generally ac- the referendum vote on the formation stock. Bidder name brand.
18,000 lbs., Corn Chop.
to alma mater on cepted as an Indication of age. of a labor party In that state.
to bid
6,000 lbs., Oats, recleaned.
The bakers union of San Francisco,
4be academic Journey she Is about to Many large corporations have estab1J"m&ke
400 lbs., Baking Powder.
Bidder
under & new buiding band. Al lished an age limit and refuse to Calif., has established a cooperative
35 years of age as bakery, where French bread is baked name brand.
men
over
memorable
take
most
a
was
it
together
as re-1,200, lbs., Oleomargarine
by union workmen under union condi
day' In the annals of a historic town new employes.
N
d
quired: Bidder name brand.
tions.
Probably 65 per cent of
and a historic university.
400 lbs., Butter, as required. Bid-people may regain a good
Thn Missouri State Federation of
The program for the day began
this morning with an address of wel- head of healthy hair If they will fol- Labor is working to obtain a pardon der name brand."
1,000 lbs., Soap Chips.
come by Mayor Robert Roberts, toV low our advice and accept our offer. for John T. Fitzpatrick of Kansas
500 lbs., Washing Powder.
hack driv
lowed by the presentation of mes- We have a remedy that we positively City, who killed a
50 lbs.. Black Pepper.
sages of greeting from the many edu- guarantee to grow hair on any head, er during a strike several years ago
institutions
8 cases Toilet Soap.
represented. unless the roots ot the hair are en- and Is serving a life sentence.
cational
When these formalities were con- tirely dead, their follicles closed, and
20 cases Laundry Soap.
In Melbourne, Australia, facing the
cluded the assemblage listened u the scalp has become glavzed and public garden, and Immediately in
3 Cases A. P. W. Toilet Paper, 24
brief addresses delivered by a num- shiny. We want people- - to try this front of the legislative hall, there cartons each.
ber of the nited educators present remedy at our risk, with the distinct stands a gigantio memorial pillar
5 cases
Laundry 'Gloss Starch.
Prof. Norman W. DeWitt, of the understanding; that unless it Joes erected
In
com'
Kingsford preferred.
by the working people
University of Toronto, spoke for tho exactly what we claim it will, and memoration of the 'adoption of the
8 cases Sapollo.
ana
satisfaction
ia
President
every respect eight-hou- r
gives
foreign universities,
Without
20 cases Quaker Oats.
law.
remWilliam O. Thompson, of Ohio State we shall make no charge for the
in
movement
a
is
There
China,
powerful
University, presented the greeting of edy used during the trial.
20 cases Pettljohn's Breakfast Food.
headed by Fraulein Pallne
the State universities. Among the We know exactly what we are talk Germany, to
30 cases Soda Crackers, as requir
all
regard
Warner,
require
girls,
back
offer
this
and
tho
with
ing about,
other prominent speakers were
of. station, to do compulsory do- ed.
less
Had-leof our statements no one should scoff,
following: President Arthur T,
as the young men
10 cases Green Corn, solid cans.
of Yale, for the Association of doubt our word, or hesitate to put mestic service, just
com
do
are
law
to
10 cases Tomatoes.
under
the
required
American Universities; for the ag our remedy to an actual test.
service.
10 cases Green Peas.
military
In
pulsory
want
Las
one
We
Vegas
every
ricultural and mechanical colleges
sailors of the Great
16 cases Macaroni.
The
union
or
from
is
Andrew
who
scalp
Dr.
any
suffering
and experiment stations;
P West of Princeton, for the univer- hair trouble, dandruff, falling hair, or Lakes are preparing a lengthy report 6 cases P. V. Blend Syrup.
4 cases Smoking Tobacco, 2 gross
sities of the east; President Edmund baldness to try Rexall "ISZ" Hair on the conditions of their craft, to be
of
in
to
submitted
support
each.
use
congress,
it regJ. James of the University of Illinois, Tonic. We want them to
2 Bbls. Hominy.
for the universities of the west; Pres-den- t ularly say until three bottles have the bill to be introduced at an early
1 Bbl. N. O. Molasses.
John N. Tillman ot the Univer- been used and it it does not eradi- date by the sailor's union during the
125 Jackets Corn Syrup, 2s, good
sity of Arkansas, for the universities cate dandruff, cleantse and refresh the next session of congress.
A.
in
when
In
hair
its
the present plans quality.
roots,
England,
l the South; President William
scalp, tighten the
10 Bales Salt, 15-- 0s.
Sbanklln of Wesleyan University, for and grow new hair, we will return are fully completed, $500,000 a yar
10 doz. Brooms.
the universities of New England; every cent paid us for the remedy for will be expended on governemnt laJor
6 doz. Blankets.
President John H. Flnley of the col- the mere asking. There is no form- agencies In 240 places throughout the
3 Pillows.
lege of the City of New. York, for ality expected, and we exact no ob- country, within an area as large as
New York, Pennsylvania
and New
10 Handkerchiefs.
city colleges and universities; Presi- ligation from the user whatever.
We are established right here in Jersey, with about twice the popula
5 doz. Leather gloves.
dent Mary A. Woolley of Mount
3 doz. Men's Buckle Shoes, 1 doz.
Holyoke, for the woman's colleges, Las Vegas, and make this offer with tion of thes9 states.
and President ly H. Murlin of Bos- a full understanding Jhat our busiPlans. have been drawn to publish 7s; 1 doz. 8s; 1 doz. 9s.
ton University for denominational) ness success entirely depends upon in Manchester, England, a
3 doz. Overshoes, 1 doz. 8s; 1 doz.
the sort of treatment we accord our daily newspaper, devoted to the labor Ps; 1 doz. 103.
colleges and universities.
customers and we would not dare and socialist movement, and called the
Other speakers were heard in
6 doz. pairs Ladies' Hose, 2 doz.
of the United States Bureau ot make the above offer unless we were Sun. Trade unions and other organi
Ss,2 1 doz 9s; 1 doz. 10s; 1 doz. 10s.
Education, the Carnegie Foundation positively certain that we could sub- zations are being invited to subscribe
doz. Ladies' Knit Union Suits,
for the Advancement of Learning, stantiate it in every particular. Re- the necessary capital of $150,000 Nos. 5 and 6.
the educational and religious press member, you can obtain Rexall for the enterprise.
6 doz. Boxes white Thread: 3 doz,
and the public schools of Vermont. Remedies In this community only at
At the last session of the Trades No. 30; 2 doz. No. 40; 1 doz No. 36.
G.
Baker University, Upper Iowa Un- our Btore The Rexall Store. E.
Union congress of England the fol
3 doz. pair Ladies' Shoes: 2 doz.
iversity and Miami University, three Murphey,
was unanimously adopted : 4s; Vz doz
doz 7s.
lowing
of the institutions with which Dr.
"That .the time has now arrived when
Vz doz. Boxes Knitting Cotton No.'
In
his
associated
been
Benton has
CONFERENCE ON CHARITIES.
every man must be a member of a 10.
career as an educator, were specially
Toledo, O., Oct 6. The twenty- - union of his trade and when the date
doz. Boxes Pantaloon buttons,
represented.
ninth annual meeting of the Ohio Is fixed, no one will work after that
size.
large
The Inauguration exercises proper Conference of Charities and Correcmen.'
time with
1 doz. Spreads for
beds.
tcok place this afternoon In Strong tions, which opens here tonight for
2 doz. Thin Cups and Saucers.
theater, with Hon. Ellas Lyman, who a session of three days has brought
3 doz. Butter chips.
lias been acting president of the uni- together several hundred men and NOT SALTS, OIL OR
2 doz. Soup Coupes.
An
academic
proauthoriare
women
presiding.
who
versity,
recognized
PILLS BUT CASCARETS ' 10
'
doz. Heavy Dinner plates.
across
the campus preceded ties on various branches of charitfession
10 doz. Heavy Cups and Saucers.
the exercises. The Bishop of Ver able and reform work and well quali- No odds how sick your Stomach; how
10 doz. Heavy Sauce Dishes.
mont opened the ceremonies with fied to speak on the subjects as
hard your hdad aches or how
6 doz. Silver Plated Teaspoons.
prayer. Vice President Sherman de signed them on the conference pro
Bilious Cascarets make
3 doz. Tumblers.
livered an address In hehalf of the na gram. Among the speakers: Jfrom
you feel great
Yt. doz. Sugar ShellB.
of
P.
Darwin
and
Kingsleiy
are
Alexander
John
state
the
outside
tion,
You men and women who somehow
2 doz. Salt and Pepper Shakes.
New York spoke for the board of son, general secretary of the National
who have an
can't
doz. Individual Sugar and
trustees. Other speakers represented Conference of Charities and Correc- almostget feeling right coated
headache,
daily
tongue,
stu
the alumni, the factulty and the
tions; Mrs. Albion Fellows Bacon, of foul taste and foul breath, dizziness, Creamera.'
3 doz. Heavy dishup dishes.
dent body. Governor Mead adminis- Evansvllle, Ind., and Edward T.
can't sleep, are bilious, nervous and
tered the oath of office, following
2 doz. Bowls, 1 pt.
secretary of the Charity Or upset, bothered with a sick, gassy, diswhich the new president delivered hia ganization society of New York city,
2 doz. Gravy Boats.
ordered stomach, or have backache
The officers in charge of the con and feel all worn out.
12 doz. Granite Plates.
inaugural address.
Dr. Guy Potter Benton, who has be- ference are: President. R. A. Long
12 doz. Granite Cups and Saucers.
Are you keeping clean inside with
come president of the university, man, Cincinnati; first vice president,
12 doz. Granite Sauce Dishes.
or merely forcing a passCascarets,
vhich is now in Its 120th year, was Mrs. Apollo Opes, New Philadelphia:
5 doz. Pencil Tablets.
every few days with salts,
horn in Kenton, Ohio, in 1865. Ho second vice president. Rev. Joseph A. ageway
6 doz. Ink Tablets.
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
was educated in the Ohio Northern Bennett, Newark, and secretary, H
400 yards Gingham.
important
"University, Baker University and the H. Shlrer, Columbus.
100 yards Cheviot.
Cascarets work while you sleep
500 yards
Unbleached Pepperell
cleanse and regulate the stomach, remove the sour, undigested and fer- Sheeting,
400 yards Canton Elannel, 1 yard
menting food and foul gasses; take
wide.
the excess bile from the liver and
2 bolts Canvas, 10 oz.
carry out of the System all the de0 ZZSQ
2 bolts Indian Head.
Twilled.
composed waste matter and poison in
2
bolts
HgM coli'V.
Flannel,
Outing
the
bowels.
intestines
and
S.
S.
all
which
above
makes
S.
reason
is
others
There
one
the
1 bale Good Cotton.
A Cascaret tonight will straighten
is
all
of
all
and
because
is
the
that
it
most
of
tonics,
perfect
greatest
1 gross Papers Needles.
box
blood purifiers. Any system which needs a tonic, needs a blood puri you out by. morning a
I
gross Darning Needles.
store
will
from
your
any
keep
drug
fier, for it is impure blood which causes the weakened, run-do1 rross Pearl Buttons, Size 21
for
months,
condition of the body. S.S.S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and entire family feeling good
s 1 gross Bone Buttons. Whhe
27
Don't forget the children. They love
which
not
but
at
the Cascarets because
only strengthening properties,
barks,
possess
.
line.
they taste gpod
same time are recognized as ingredients of the greatest value for do
3 gross Men's Shoestrings.
good never gripe or sicken.
removing every impurity, poison or taint from the circulation. S.S.S.
2 quarts Laundry Ink.
improves ihe appetite and. digestion, corrects stomach disturbances
1 Milk Strainer.
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT.
and steadily tones and builds the system up to perfect health. It
4
Boxes window Lights, 14x30.
Tony Caponi vs. Sailor Burke, 1
adds to the blood the rich, healthful properties it needs, and in every
1 Box Window Lights, 16x30.
at New York city.
way enables the system to. stand the strain or the long, hot summer, rounds,
1 Box Window Lights, 15x16.
Kid McCoy vs. Jim Savage, 10
S. S. S. cures all diseases and disorders arising from weak or impure
feet 1x12 lumber, S2S.
1,000
rounds, at New York city.
blood. Book on the blood and medicaj advice free. S. S.S. is for sale
20 gals. Linseed Oil.
Eddie Murphy vs. George Memsic,
set drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC C
10 gals. Paint
ATLANTA, CA.
10 rounds, at Gary Ind.
6.
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get

your share of the bargains.

Cash Only No Telephone Orders Accepted

God-spee- d

$1.25 Thomson Corset 79c

bald-heade-

A new line of Thomson Corsets

in the
worth

est style model, long hip,
for our After Supper Sale, Special

non-unio- n

10
10

.

12

l--

Flannelette 10c

2c

A good variety of new patterns

new$1.25

79c

in
Flannelette, heavy fleeced, good
worth 12c a yard, Special

Velour
colors,

QC

Children's $2 00 Dresses 98c

yards Best Print 55c

yards best standard prints, all colors, newest patterns, for our After Supper Sale,
i
only
55c

A new lot of Children's dresses,

from

made

a variety of materials, high neck and long
sleeves, neatly trimmed, all sizes, 6 to 14
years; worth $1.50 to $2.00 each, Special.

)gc

y

Rosenwald

JUut

&

Leading

,

Block

'
ESTABDSHED 786Z

Flaza

1

half-penn- y

he-ha- lf

50 lbs. Putty.

All the foregoing

tobe delivered at

the asylum.
Bidder submit samples, of articles
marked with an asterisk ().
The board of directors of the In- same Asylum reserve the right to reject any and all bids.
Bidders should write plainly on en
velope the following "Bids for Supplies for the New Mexico Insane Asylum," with the name or names of bidders.

'Diamond MIff
4JOld HomesteadIff
Boss Patent"
The Leading Brands

Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas

President.

6s;

by

Secretary.

Charles Ilfeld Company
New Mexico's

v

non-unio- n

3-- 4

A man gets almost normal after
the honeymoon and entirely sane aft
er the third child.

Nut Cake

of High Patent Flour

.

Largest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these

brandsEven our Competitors

Simply Delicious
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor o,
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
In giving this recipe, Mrs. Hill believes it to be one of the best
cake recipes it has been her good fortune to make. The simplicity and uniformly good results will appeal to every
housewife

"

De-vin-

,

A GREAT TONIC

AIID

DL00D PUHffl

10-ce-

K

MM'

C Nut Caka

cup butter; Vt cups granulated sugar;
cup milk; 2 cups four;
2 level teaspoonfuls K C Baking PoiV'
One-ha- lf

of nut meats chopped fine",
whites of 4 eggs, beaten dry.
Sift flour and baking powder together,
three times. Cream the butter, add the
dt'i", 1 cup

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

sugar; then alternately, the milk and
the flour mixture; lastly the whites of
eggs and the nut meats. Bake in a
sheet in a shallow pan thirty or forty
minutes. When cold cover with the
icing and decorate with whole nut meats.

Anyone who will read each day The
Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select
the
bestopportunity.thathemay find and then
follows up the 'lead,' will
surely get quick
success.

This ia also sn rzcellent white cake recipe
when nuts are omitted.
Chocolate Icing'

One cup granulated sugar;
ounce
chocolate; white of 1 egg, beaten dry;
cup
teaspoonful vanilla extract;
water.
Stir the sngar, chocolate and watet
until the mixture boils; cover and let
boil tliree minutes. Uncover and let
tilf when tested in cbld water a soft
ball may be formed; beat into the white
oi egg, then beat until cold, add vanilla.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit
that
will help people to et what
they want when
they want it.

lil

The nut caramel frosting
on page forty
of the K C Cook a Book maygivtn
be used in
of
the chocolate frosting, if desired. A place
copy of
the Cook's Book, handsomely illustrated
in 9
colors will be mailed free, if you will send the
colored certificate packed in 25-cans of K
C Baking Powder to
the Jaques Mfq. Co.,
Chicago.
5

'

Telephone your Want Ads. to The
Optic.
-

Pfiotie D)ain 2
o

CAS VEGAS DAILY CPTIC, FRIDAY,

The "Bonnichon"

HOW

ELECTRIC

RAILWAYS ARE
EVOLVED
ft

Photograph by Underwood

5

& Underwood.

dainty confection is of Pari
origin and American adop
I tion. It baa been Introduced to
wear with lingerie gowns and
to take the place of a hat with theater or lawn party costumes. Indeed,
it may be worn with any smart and
pretty toilette.
The one shown in the picture has a
foundation of lace net with foamy
frills of lace and little pink roses.
At one side the roses are grouped so

THIS

OF BLUE POPLIN.

.

STORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT
OF ONE OF THE MOST. USED
MEANS OF TRAVEL.

.

i

as to form a buckle thape. The
and
Is youthful, becoming
dressy. In the gown shown in the
picture, the Russian motif is charmingly emphasized. The material is
white Japanese crepe decorated with
black and white striped marquisette.
The tunic, in Russian style also, is of
the same materials. Pink roses add a
touch of delicate color, in such a
manner as to bring out the rose note
in the trimming design.
bon-nich-

There were many pioneers in electric railroading. As far back as 1834
Thomas Davenport
the Vermont
blacksmith, demonstrated that it was
quite poslble to propel a vehicle by
electric power but that was long before the electric generator had been
perfected and, of course, Davenport
had to obtain his current. from batteries and they were far too small
for railway work.
Davidson, In
Scotland; Professor Farmer ' at Dover; Professor Page of the Smithsonian Institute; Hall of Boston all
experimented with electrically propelled cars up to the, year I860 but
they were merely demonstrating a
fact and had little, if anything, to do
with the later development of the
electric railway as we know it today.
These pioneers were far ahead o!
tbeir time. The, practical electric
railway had to await the coming of
the electric generator and the first
electric railway in the world to receive Its energy from a generator,
instead of from chemical batteries.
was Installed by Siemens at the Ber-Hp- .
exposition in the year 1879.
From this date the progress of the
art was continuous and effective, the
work of Edison and Field following
In 1880
close on that of Siemens.
Edison built and operated an electric
locomotive at Menlo Park, this being
the . tfirslt practical development of
electric traction In this country. The
first application of the electric railway to public eervloe was made by
Siemens at Lichterfeld, In Germany,
in 18S1, and during the two years
the commercial development
seems to have been mainly In Europe
Siemens Installing a road at Port-rusopened in
Ireland, which was
'
'

1SS3.

led more especi
commercial
to
the
development
ally
of electric railway in this country
began in 1883. An electric locomotive was built by Field and Elcke-meye- r
and exhibited at the Chicago
Railway Exposition. It was during
this year that Van Depoele began his
experiments with an electric car in
Chicago.
During the same year,
Draft, who will ever hold a promSKIRTS CLEAR THE GROUND inent place, sharing honors with Van
Depoele, operated at Saratoga an
Recent Models Show There Is No electric locomotive hauling a passenDanger of a Return to the Trailger car.
ing Draperies.
In 1884 the Sprague Electric Rail& Motor-- company was organized
to
now
way
is
The effort of dressmakers
have dresses as practical as possible. by Mr. Sprague. Bentley and Knight
The constantly recurring rumor that appeared during this year and conlong skirts are to take the place of tributed to the development by operthe more comfortable short ones for ating in public service at Cleveland,
the street is soon silenced by the ap- Ohio, an electric car
taking energy
pearance of many new models for
In an unstreet gowns all with skirts to clear from electrical conductors
was the
'
conduit.
This
derground
the ground. For the house the long
skirt la always the smartest, and al first demonstration of the conduit
though last winter there were many system as afterward Installed In New
short house gowns even of the most York city and Washington, D. C.
elaborate order tbe fashion never met
In 1885 Draft built an electric lowith general approval, and is now pass comotive for the Ninth avenue line
ing.
of the .Manhattan Elevated, which
Long trains for the evening are far in
appearance and arrangement was
more
and
more becoming
appropriate
for gowns of expensive material. A not .unlike the electric locomotive as
k
dress requires a long skirt built today. He also installed in
A short skirt Baltimore 'a surface road using an
If it is to be becoming.
for tbe street and a long skirt for the electric locomotive with a third rail
house Is a good rule to follow. Two as the principal conductor, but with
Inches from the floor Is the correct an overhead conductor and underrun- short skirt length. Harper's Bazar.
ning contact at road crossings, a
combination of electrical conductors
WORKBAG to meet special conditions which has
MAKES A HANDY
been In use since that time.
Useful Article That May Be Fashioned
During the same year Van De
at Small Expense From Two
poele
equipped an electric railway at
Fancy Handkerchiefs.
Toronto, the first road in 'Canada,
as it had an overhead trolley
A pretty workbag is made with two which,
wire
its length with an
throughout
men's
laid
handkerchiefs,
site,
fancy
one on top of the other so as to have under running contact at the end of
a trolley pole, was the forerunner of
the eight corners separate.
Stitch across the corners of the up- our modern trolley, Henry, In Kan
permost handkerchief, running the line sas City, and Bhort, la Denver, also
of stitching to the center. This will
began their eltctrlc railway experimake four straight lines of stitching ments about
this time.
all the way across the bag and will
iSpragne, whose name has been so
also leave four open edges forming
triangular pockets in which to put prominently Msoclaled with electric
thread, scissors, needles, etc. Sew railway deve!jjrant, built hjs first
small rings at each point where the car equipment fa 1SS5. His motor
stitching meets the edge and run rib- was really tbe ytfM&pQ of the mod
bon through these rings so the bag ern
single redaction railway motor.
can be' drawn up tight The prettiest
was
It
supported at one end by bear
bags are made of a plain and a fancy
handkerchief in contrasting colors. ings on the car axle and at the other
Have tbe ribbon long enough so the end was flexibly attached to the car
This method of supporting
bag can be laid out flat on your lap truck.
when in use.
the motor, commonly known as nose
suspension. Is now in almost univer
sal use. A demonstration of this
Hoods on Coats.
Instead of a sailor collar, the new equipment was given by 8prague at
hood on the Durant Sugar refinery, Brooklyn,
thing is to have a
the back of the coat It runs over and a more important public demonin long ends in front and Is then stration of the Thirty-fourtstreet
caught with an ornament or a fiat branch of tbe Manhattan elevated
silk bow.
The hood Is of lace; that is, heavy early In 1886.
In 1887 Sprague secured the conlace," or eyelet embroidery, or
batiste. It is edged with tract for the electrical equipment of
a scallop and finished with a heavy the Union Passenger railway, Richtassel male of white silk or linen mond, Va., and the road was
opened
floss. These are put on all the summer suits and are being shown on for traffic in 1888. Te large number of equipments and the severity
th best of the new cloth coats,
of the service conditions made the
The work which

.

low-nec-

811k poplin
In a lovely shads of
Outco blue
chosen for this pretty frock, which might, of course, bo
developed in any other dainty color
or in white. The arrangement of
braldir? on the skirt suggests a bip
length bodioe, though as a matter of

mi

fact the bodies ends beneath the
shaped girdle. Tbe soutache braiding
Is In the Dutch blue shade .nd the
design is simple a running border
of loops Inclosing embroidered dots
done with bine silk. At the neck a
yoke of creamy eyelet embroidery
through which is run black velvet
of
ribbon, adds a special touch
smartness.
.

Smart Watches.
Jeweled watches are a toy of the
moment. The best of these are enameled, often in pale pink or pale
green, with either one diamond in tbe
center or else surrounded by small
diamonds. The smart watch of today
has a chain attached and is worn on
the neck as a pendant The face of
the watch is, of course, at the back of
the ornament. And some of these
timekeepers.
dainty toys are first-rat- e

h

Mending a Sweater.

To mend a hole in a sweater use
yarn as for darning, start at the top
and chainstitch down the length of
the hole with a darning needle, catching each loop securely.
You Will have a neat piece of work
and no one will notice where the
hole has been.

OCTOEER

V'H
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fulfillment of this contract the molt
notable achievement in the development of electric trolley lines up to
that time; indeed, it was the first effective demonstration of the trolley
system as a practical commercial enterprise.
Considerable progress was made by
others during 18S8.
Bentley and
Knight equipped the Observatory
Hill line In Allegheny, Pa., and the
Thompson-Houstowhich
company,
had absorbed the Van Depoele interests, made Its first demonstration at
Revere Beach, Mass.
Elckemeyer put into operation at
Long Island City electric cars driven
by a combination of side rods and
gearing. Steinmetz was. assoclted
with Elckemeyer during his latter
drive
development of the side-rowithout gears.
Shortly after this the Bentley-KnlgInterests were absorbed by
the Thompson-Houstocompany. In
1890 the Sprague Electric Railway &
Motor company was absorbed by the
Edison General Electric company.
Limitations imposed by the characteristics of the early motors had led
to a general use of double reduction
gearing which was recognized to be
a disadvantage on account of both Us
inefficiency and the noise. In 1890
Parshall, then with the Wentstrom
company, designed a motor which
by reason of Its more powerful and
slower speed armature made the us
of the single reduction gearing practicable. Following 'this, in 1891, all
of the manufacturing companies dis
continued building double reduction
motors and brought out motors with
single gear reduction, which has
been the standard type gearing since
that date.
The series parallel ( controller,
which effected a material reduction in
the energy required by the car, and
also the enclosed frame railway meteor, an improvement in the mechanical design of motors, were developed
by the Thompson-Houstocompany
in 1892. It was during this year that
the Thompson-Housto- n
company and
the Edison General Electric company
were merged into the General Electric company.
The pioneer work with the trolley
car had been accomplished and electric railways were now accepted as
a new and better mode of transpor
tation. Some idea of the tremendous
growth in America in practically a
single decade, can be gathered from
the fact that, while in 1888 there
were only 172 electrically propelled
cars on 86 miles of road, la 1899
there were over 41,000 electrlo cars
operating on upward of 14,500 miles
'
of road.
The next development of Import
control
ance was the multiple-uni- t
devised by Sprague in 1897 and installed by him during that year on
the South Side Elevated railway,
control,
Chicago. The mutiple-unl- t
as its name Implies, provides with
equal facility for the control of one
or a number of motor cars in a train.
Train service had previously been accomplished with trail cars hauled by
an electric locomotive or by a single
motor car equivalent to a locomotive. It would be difficult, if not impossible, to meet the requirements
in many Instances of our present-la- y
train service with a single motive
power unit High tractive power and
the elimination of switching at terminals is essential to high schedule
speeds and close headway between
trains,' conditions which are fulflled
ton an admirable degree by the mut
tiple-unarrangement,' As an Illus
tration of the powerful motor equip:
ment which is little In evidence on a
train it was pointed out
multiple-uni- t
that an electric locomotive, even of
the weight and power of those used
by the New York Central railroad,,
'
would be Incapable of handling an
at
the
the
of
train
subway
express
,
present schedule.
During the last ten years much has
been accomplished In the development of methods and apparatus extending the scope of electric railways
and leading up to the more general
electrification of railroads now operated by steam.
, :,
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Release of Mortgage.
;
Kdwarda Martin Land Co., to John
Neifert. Sept. 5, 1911.
Affidavit of Satisfaction of Mortgage.
G. II. Buxton to Int. Bank of Com- Mr. E. O. Hatfield, 73 years old and
a sufferer for years, Is an enthaslastto '
merce, Tucumcatl, Sept. 25, 1911.
friend of Duff 7 'i Purs Malt Whiskey
because of what It has done for him.
TABLET TO FIRST PRESIDENT
He writes: "I have taken Duffy'
Pure Malt Whiskey as a medicine lor
Washington, Oct .6. In the
years, and it has been a great
of
Falls
Church, Va., over two me.
village
I was a sufferer from
to
nine miles from this city, a marble help
stomach trouble for years, and Duffy's
tablet placed upon the outer wall of Pure Malt Whiskey has done me more'
the .Old Falls church edifice In honor food than any medicine I ever used,
never without it in the house and
of George Washington, was unveiled
I cannot speak too highly of it and
with
conducted
exercises
today
by the what it has done for me. I am now in
town chapter of the Daughters of the my seventy-thir- d
year." R. O. Hatfield,
American Revolution. General Wash- 302 S. Strieker St., Baltimore, Md.
ington served for 20 years as warden
and vestryman of the church, which
is one of the oldest and most historic
id this section of the country. The
first church building is believed to
have been erected about 1709, while
the present edifice was built In 1734
with material brought from England.

quick IlcIIof Front
Stomach Troubles

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

Warranty Deeds.
Juan P. Aragon, et ux to A. H.
Harr, Sept. 18, 1911; 1. Land in
San Miguel county.
Fred W. Browne et ux to J. O.
SW
of NW
Lehman; $1. SW
esction 21, townehio 17, range 19.
Mortgage Deeds.
A. H. Harris et uxto Mutual Bldg
and Loan Asn Sept 29, 1911, $3,500.
Lets 21 and 22, blk. 1, Pablo Baca
4

Add.
Miguel A. Otero to F. H. Bergen
13, 1911; $1,000.
lots 1 and 2.
blk. 23, San Miguel Town Co.
Carmellta S. de Duran et ux to
Alice C. Reeves, Sept 2, 1911.
Lot
7 blk. 9, Romul Baca Add.
Jose A. Martinez et al to Charles
Ilfeld Co.,' Aug. 31, 1911, $1.50. Land
'
San Miguel Co.
Rodney B. Schoonmaker to Plaza

Sept

,

Trust and Savings Bank, Sept

25,
SW
, sec4
section 29,

W Vt of
1811; $5,000.
tion 28; east Vi of SE
twp. 18, range 14.
Rodney B. Schoonmaker to Plaza
Trust and Savings Bank, Sept 25,
and SW
of NW
1911; $5,000. S
of SW 4
and N
of NE
and S
of SW 4 and NW 4 of
SE
section 3 twp. 17, range 14.
Satisfaction of Mortgage.
Ellen Dice to H. A. Harvey, Sep:.
1-- 4

1--

4

4

1--

4

1--4

22, 1911.

,

San Miguel National Bank to Rod
ney S. Schoonmaker, Sept 27, 1911.
Placlta Ranch Co. to W. W. Wagner, July 10, 1911.
San Miguel National bank to Rod
ney B. Schoonmaker, Sept 27, 1911.
George H. Hunker et al to Rodney
B. Schoonmaker, Sept 27, 1911.
Chattel Mortgage.
Donald P. Upton et ux to Bank of
Springer, Sept. 23, 1911; $300. Horses.
Rodney B. Schoonmaker to Plaza
Trust and Savings Bank, Sept. 25,
1911, $5,000. Horses and cows.

TAFT N EARING THE COAST
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 6. titles and
towns of Washington are preparing
to cordially welcome President Taft
who tomorrow will enter upon a four
days' tour of this state. Walla Walla
will be the first stop on his itinerary
tomorrow and in the evening he will
arrive .in this city, where a banquet
will be given In his honor. Governor
Hay and other official representatives
will meet the distinguished visitor at
the Washington-Idahline, a short
distance east of this city, and accompany him on the greater part of his
tour through the state.

to its credit more than fifty years
ot success without a question as to its
merits as a curative agent. During this
time it has brought the blessings ofi
health to overworked
men, delicate
women and sickly children, who find in

it the strength-givin- g
properties that
are so necessary to. them. It quickens
and strengthens the heart action, aids;'
digestion, restores health and vigor,
makes the old feel young and keeps
the young strong and vigorous. It is
prescribed by doctors and js recognized
'
as a family medicine everywhere.
CAUTION. When yon uk yonr 4raggiV"
gractr or dealer for Duffy's Pare Malt
Whlikey, b. sura yon gti the genuine, it ia

o

BATTLE

MONUMENT

UNVEILED

Atlantic City, N. X, Oct. 6. An imaa abiolntely par medicinal malt whlikey
posing monument marking the revolu- and
is sold IN SEALED BOTTLES ONLY
never
In bulk. Look for the
at
battlefield
Chestnut Neck,
tionary
the
"Old
Chemiat," on the label, and make tore
this county, was unveiled today with the seal
over tho cork ia unbroken.
Price
interesting exercises under the aus- SI. 00 large bottle. Writs Medical Depart
Tbe
Malt
Co.,
Duffy
Whiskey
pices of the Daughters of the Ameri- ment,
Rochester, If. Y., for an illustrated medical
can Revolution.
Governor Wilson, booklet containing teatlmoniala and rnlea for
former Governor Fort and other not- health, and doctor's advice, both sent free.
ables were among the speakers.
trade-mar-

OBSERVE RILEY'S BIRTHDAY
Indianapolis, Oct. 6. In practically
all of .the public schools' in Indiana
Contract
Gaylor Kiefer Realty Co., to special exercises were held today In
Thomas Monteith, Jan. 6, 1911; $1.75. celebration of the birthday anniversary
320 acres section 28, twrx, 15 range of James Whitcomb Riley, the "Hoo-sie-r
19. '
Poet." Mr. Riley who Is slowly
Agreement.
recovering from a long Illness at his
Marion Steam Shovel Co., to F. H. home In this city, will be fifty-eigPierces $1.
years old tomorrow.

and

Aragon

Riley

EXERCISES AT MOUNT VERNON
Washington, Oot. 6. One thousand
delegates who have been attending the
convention in this city of the Nation- -

W.

ol

The Store

$4.25

Where you can
get the best at a
price that will save
you money.

Silk Skirts
for

$3.25

1.4...

ii11lAAA

rinnmAnAmnt(lAni

made a pilgrimage to Mount Vernon,
where a program of exercises was
carried out and a number of beautiful
floral1 offerings deposited at the tomb
of Washington.

'

Muslin Skirts
at

Big
;

)

Reductions

Flannelette Gowns for Children, Misses, Ladies
and Men Twenty per cent off
$1.25
;

Union Suits

r

75c

Flannelette

at Sells

Pajamas
Regular $1,25 now

the Goods

v

SOc

Outings, the regular 15 cent quality.for 10 cents

For Less

,

Children's Sweaters

GRAAF'S

1 to 10 years

--

WESTINGHOUSE 65 YEARS OLD
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct 6. George
Westinghouse, the celebrated inventor
imof the airbrake and of numerous
received
electrical
devices,
portant
the congratulations of many friends
and business associates today on the
occasion of his 65th birthday anniversary. Mr. Westinghouse was born in
Schohalre county, New York, in 184C,
and gave evidence of his genius at 4he
age of 15 by Inventing a practical
rotary engine.

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

has

Affidavit.

Juan p.
Bruce.

lt

TO HONOR BUTLER
New York, Oct. 6 Ten thousand
guests have been invited to attend the
testimonial dinner to be given tomorrow night In honor of Dr. Nicholas
Murray Butler, president of Columbia
University. The affair Is to mark the
completion of Dr. Butler's tenth year
as administrative head of the institution. During his incumbency the university has grown to be! the largest In
the country In point of attendance.

FEE

Men's Furnishings
Underwear, Hosiery, Shirts

$1.25 value for 95c
1.50 value for $1.25
1.75 value for

1.30

2.00 value for

1.50

2.25 value for

1.75

DRY

AH we,

33

have left Price tomorrow
1--

3

per tent off

GOODS

Silk Kimonas
Blankets, Comforts

Prices

of your winter surplies
can be bought here.

Tomorrow.

All

Only

SloloO regular $7.50
8.00 regular .6.00
6.00 regular
4.50 regular

4.50
3.35,

.

LAS

FOUR

Ijc

aUy (Dptic
ESTABLISHED
187

1

PUBLISHED BY
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING

CO.

f IHO.HPORTEI'l

EDITOR

M. M. PADGETT

Entered t the Postofflc it Eut
Vegas. New Mexico, for tr&nraUa- ion through the United States Mails
as second class matter.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
DAILY BT CARRIER
08

Per

Copy

On

Year'.

IS

One Week
One Month

6

$7.50

DAILY

BT MAIL

Tear
Six Months

$0.00

On

.,

WEEKLY OPTIC
..

.

AND

$.00

STOCK

GROWER

One Tear
Bix Months
(Cash in Advance for

$$.00
1.00

It 1b said by some authorities that the
first book printed from movable typo
vas a technical treatise on. this game.
The intricacies of chess are absolute
ly appalling to ae imagination., No
mathematician has ever attempted to
compute more (than ten moves on
each side and the miDd is lost In the
process of reckoning.
As chess is essentially a conoem-trativ- e
and laborious- sfudy, its popu
has
waned under1, the stress of
larity
modern thought and-- ' activities. Except in rare Instances,) the last cen
tury has seen no rosily great chess
players and our e3grts of today
scarcely be classed with those
of the middle ages. vft,'.wpuld he well
if the revival of chees should take on
popularity. It Is thee best of all
mental and Intellectual. exercises, and
despite the fact that most profession
al players are humag freaks the mod
erate player cannof "Trait, .be helped
4c3i8tone of the
materially by this
human brain.
(. ;
'!

EGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,

OCTOBER

6, 1911.

the trick and acted In the capacity of

the ultimate straw. Just what constitutes a "bushelfoot" is a bit of In
teresting Information that is coyly
concealed by the lexicographers, possibly by way of showing that they
don't tell all they know.
But whatever it Is, there is come
excuse for a fellow going crazy when
a whole communlyt rises practically
as one man and calls him a "bushel-foot.-

"

The epithet apparently has a
peculiarly odious slgaflcanoe down
In that part of Oklahoma, as is proved
by the fact that the wife of the victim is suing for $30,000
damages.
It ought to be worth something to
call one such a name, though the
market quotations are not at hand at
this moment. At any rate, there is
lothing left to do but wait until the
jury says whether It is worth that
much to hurry a man into insanity by
applying to him epithets which deprive him not only of his standing In
the community but of his mental balance as well.

mil

Las Vegas October

Adults 10 cents Q ildrcn 3 cenis

Admission:

GOOD PREMIUMS

Lots of Fun Pr- fit uid
Pleasure for All

BUD&J UdD HUdQ

-

Fare on Railroad

11-- 5

BETTING OT 'SURE THINGS

Subscriptions,)
If somebody" will 'irivent a way of
Remit by draft, check or money punishing those who. separate a dis
order. If sent otherwise we will not honest man from his money and at
be responsible for loss.
make the dishonest
Specimen copies free on application the same time
man suffer for his lack of honor, a
AT Rreat service will be rendered the
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
public. Of coifse, this Is impossible
PAID FOR,
and for that reason the crook who
would-b- e
crook at a swindle
Mvertteers are guaranteed the beats a
to the law
accountable
held
be
iiust
circulation
art.-s- t
and
weekly
daily
in Northeastern and the law must espouse the cause
t
ijy newspaper
St Mexico.
of the man' willing to cheat. Other
wise innocent people would Inevit
1911.
OCTOBER
6,
ably suffer if the crooks were left
FRIDAY,
free to prey upon each other.
Very frequently the , police are
called on to arrest somebody who
hap defrauded, another,, when the
complainant confesses that he had
taken part in a' crooked game, a
g
scheme
fixed" race, a
or some similar method of getting
'easy money." On general principles
the actual thief is not a whit worse
than the man who gets worsted In the
effort to cheat somebody else, and
but for the reasons already advanced
all the swindlers might Justly be
shaken up in ihe same bag and left
to fight it out among themselves.
STATE TICKET.
REPUBLICAN
The "sure thing sport" Is admit
tedly of the. cheapest class, but he is
For Governor
less criminal than the man Vho de-HOLM O. BURSUM.
liebrately engages in the effort to
For Lieutenant Governor
stea for that is all that taking ad
MARTINEZ.
MALAQ,TJIAS
.V
vantage of the dishonesty of some
For Secretary of State
body else is. The man who is moral
SECUNDINO ROMERO.
ly a thief ought to be a thief before
For State Auditor .
the law and punishd accordingly.
W. G. SARGENT.
o
For State Treasurer
AN UNKNOWN QUANTITY
SILVESTRE mirabal.
For Attorney General
FRANK W. CLANCY.
Although in New Mexico for thirty
For Superintendent of Public Instruc- years, W..C. McDonald, the democrattion
ic nominee for governor; is practically
ANDREW B. STROTXP.
unknown outside-o- f a' very small cir
For Commissioner of Public Lands cle of intimate' friends and political
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
associates, says -- the .Santa Fe New
For Supreme Court Judges
Mexican. He els' an unknown quan
FRANK W. PARKER,
tity and this., la ; hardly a time for
, CLARENCE
J. ROBERTS,
New Mexico-texperiment with unEDWARD R. WRIGHT.
certainties. . it ;i (true, Mr. McDonald
Commissioners
For Corporatloa
served a term in the legislative house
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
but that was as far back as the 29th
'
HUGH II. WILLIAMS,
legislative assembiyT""H'e is a native
M. S. GROVES.
.
of New York and is 53 years old. He
For Representatives in Congress
was educalje
ifltJtHi publio schools
GEORGE CURRY,
of his native stat and was brought
ELFBGO BACA.'
vp on afaim until he entered Caze- .
o
He taught three
novla Seminary.
' REVIVAL OF CHESS
years, took up the study of Taw, and
in 1880 hied --west ward to Fort Scott,
Librarians who keep track of such Kansas, and thence was lured to White
things and devotees of the pastime Oaks, Linooltf oofcmiv by the min
report that there is at present . a ing excitenlfe jt j j'Thpe he engaged
strong revival of interest in the an- in civil engineering Tor ten years. In
of the
cient and .honorable game of chess. 1890,
Impetus was given, this awakening CarrIzo2Cj4tl;,,cpnipany, owned by
interest by the great international an riMjjnMu ,. umi .inn mm wiuuu unu
chess tournament - at 'Carlsbad, Bo gradually absorbed other outfits in
hemia, which began August 31, and that part of New Mexico. For the
has just closed, leaving Richard past few Mooaths he has been chair- Teiohmann, formerly of London, now man or me aemocr,aijo lerraunii oeu-tra- l
committee. Thfsis the man, the
Berlin, the holder of first honors,
Five nations were represented In the democrats bring forward: as their best
tournament, and for lovers of chess selection. fdr?thi i3vfenorshlp of New
,
the many games played afforded some Mexico,
unique and novel problems.
Chesa has been rightfully termed
WHAT'S A BUSHFXFOOT
the most scientific and intellectual of
Voltaire
T.he alarming increase in insanity
all games ever Invented.
called it "the art of human reason" is one of the most serious problems
and many of, the grandest minds of confronting v. the. ; world. The "bug
history have cultivated It, not only house" experts seem o agree that the
for the recreation it afforded but also demon rum and the dearth of dollars
tor the mental exercise it requires, are the causes of most of the derangestimulating the memory and develop- ment of jcranial mechanism, or what
ing Imagination and calculation. To ever It is "that makes people Imagine
cnti'osue those who achieved dls tney area Julius. Caesar, or that they
e
tineHon as chess players would be to see
elephants playing ping- of
of
all
celebrities
a
the
lie
list
or
convince
themselves that
pong,
torn;
diplo- they can sing or act in public or do
time warriors,
statesman,
mats, philosophers, lawyers and men any of the other typical stunts of the
grent in every department of human unbalanced.
endeavor.
But there .'axe contributory causes,
The origin of this game is lost in beyond dispute. Only recently a man
antiquity, but most historians tell of went insane singing "Casey Jones,"
ite Introduction into Egypt and
though probably he had only a short
from Persia. From time im distance to go, either by road or as
memorial it has flourished In widely the crow flies. Tojn in Oklahoma a
o.llTerent parts of the world and the woman Is suing several dozen resiperfection of the system is attested dents of Ames for' driving her hus
"by the odd fact that It is played in band Insane by calling him a "tightexactly the same way everywhere and wad,"
'"backslider," a "knocker"
y all peoples. The literature of and' a "bushelfoot.'' It was probably
rhess numbers thousands of books;, the "bushelfoot"" epithet that turned
wire-tappin-

.
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THE CHAMPjlON

WAS

IN

POOR

FOR THE BOUT, THAT
WAS CALLED OFF.

SHAPE

Don't laugh, now, until you hav9
read the rest of it But it may have
been just as well for one John Ar
thur Johnson, dingy heavywelsbt
champion of as much of the world
as supplies pugs, that be didn't crawl
through the ropes at Earl's Court
last week to front the Hon. Barabar- dier Billy Wells, EnglisTi sparrer
not sparrow, although the bitf smoke
has been rating him in that class.
And the answer to that Is, Li'l
In gay
Ahthuh has been
Paree, where most of hii fighting has
been with golden bubbles Instead of
punching bags and such.
Fact Is, the story runs, that Johnson, trotting over to the French capital to "train in public" for gate receipts, found the said Capital somewhat pallid in coloring, viewed by
his experienced optics. ,So he undertook to alter the shade to a deeper
and more ruddy hue. Wherefore was
the black champion's visit a howling
success, as a sightseeing enterprise,
but several furlongs shy of being a
profitable training period. And the
lack of work of one kind, coupled
with the task of trimming Paris with
the proper shade of crimson, has left
the big "burrhead" at least a stone
(British for fourteen pounds) overweight, impaired his wind and staying powers and made his once shifty
if
movements as slow as
those of a Parisian 'bus horse.
The idea was that John Arthur was
to treat the Parisian sport followers
to public training stunts when and
where the promoters of the mill desired at so much per stunt. The
gate receipts were to go to the promoters, of course. All the expenses
of the fighter and his household, including a wife and a pair of motor
cars, together with a large and fancy
house, were paid by the promoters.
But Li'l Ahthuh balked at the idea
of real work. First one, then another,
and finally a third of the check-suite- d
gentlemen
promoting the
match Journeyed from London town
to the French capital to argue, plead
with and finally to threaten the
champion. They did not see any returns from their Investment Nothing doing. "I won't train in public,"
was the rebellious one's announcement. "I'll train when and where 1
please, or I'll turn the whole t'lnj
over an won't fight"
At last, however, he consented to
perform two days in the week at the
Magic City, from which endeavors
the promoters have been taking dowa
about $250 a day quite a come dowa
after the roseate ideas of a small fortune to be gleaned from Parisian
curiosity to see the big black In
action.
And in the meantime to get bacic
to the original proposition the Hon.
Wells has been working hard, although it Is doubtful if his efforts
have done much more than get'him
into good physical condition. Most
of his work has been done all by himself. He has no one in his camp
who could teach him anything about
Johnson and his style of fighting, and
has had no boxing partner big
enough to accustom him to the bulk
of his prospective opponent
Thera
was a plan on foot to bring either
Kid McCoy or Tommy Ryan, preferably the latter, to London to coach
the British boxer, but of course that
idea has gone ly the board for the
present, owing to the uncertainty of
the match ever coming off anywhere.
Still, it is reasonably certain that
Johnson's little invasion of Paris did
him far more harm than good. Also
flat-foote-

.

GERMAN-MILLE- D

ijiiiiiross

LICKING

TJq

every Bakirvg Problem.

It's Firver-Whit- er
arvd More Urviforrrv.
Made by LARABEES

COMPANY

Famous
IC

life
It Is plain that the
he has been leading since the Reno
affair and that was fifteen fast
months ago has left him in such
shape that real work of the stearnes
and most uncompromising variety Is
needed to fit him for any battle in
which a real scrapper confronts him.
Of course, Wells may not be a real
fighter. But If he is it's a good thing
for John Arthur that press, pulpit
and police court conspired' to prevent
the meeting scheduled for last week.
y

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
New York, Oct. 6. The stock mar-

Bill? Just gone 'ome,

"Old

Gross. Kelly

Co.

(EL

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

New Mexico State Fair
October

rolin'

"Well, there's some excuse, mind
yer. 'E lost his wife on Monday."
"I knows that, but 'e ought ter be

able to celebrate wivout gettin' right
ket suffered a severe setback in the down blin."
second hour ' following the publication of a speech In Idaho by Presided Taft .who made a vigorous reply
"Catching anything?"
to criticisms recently leveled against
"Nope."
the supreme court and again de"You don't seem to mind."
clared that the .prosecution of illegal
"I'm just as well satisfied. I don't
combinations would continue.
Other unfavorable factors which, care to have cheap fish tangling up
perhaps, helped the decline, included these expensive lines."
the Indictment of the principals in
wall paper trust and furthe
ther evidence that an earnest fight
is to be made against the American
Tobacco dissolution plan. Losses of
a point or more were made by the
speculative favorite and the, movement was assisted by. further short
selling. Bonds were firm, with
marked activity in Atchison convertible fives. Wabash fours and St
Louis Southwestern consols fours.
, The market fell into utter apathy
after the first decline.
Prices worked slowly upward on a
scanty volume' t of (business, hut
l-2c
leading issues continued to rule
slightly below,, yesterday's closing.
The market closed heavy, the tendency being downward.

PROCESS.

GERMAN

A ROGERS
SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.;

1

f

QUAKE IN PORT AU kRINCE.
Port Au Prince, Oct. 6. A heavy
earthquake occurred here at 5:30
O'clock this, morning. The movement
was from east to west and continued
for 30 seconds. The shock was accompanied by suterranean rumbling.
No damage was done.

drunk"

FLOUR

the answer to

Have tho Goods

0EHR1NG HARDWARE

9

Join the Crowd.

Everyone is Coming.

9-1-

'

'

'

1911

4,

'

Albuquerque, N. M.
Tickets on sale October
1911, inclusive
with return limit October 16th, 1911.
4,

Fare for the round trip $5.30
.

D. L. BATCH ELOR.

Agent

:

12

Amoskeag
1921 Outing

ot two
After an enforced lay-of-f
days on account of the downpour of
rain the1 gang of workmen on the
two county bridges, one on the Los
Alamos road and the other on the
Galllnas river at Hot Springs, today
resumed work and will push the construction to completion as soon as possible. On the Los Alamos bridge crossing the Arroyo Pecos the concrete
work is all in and the frame work of
steel for the floor is in place. The
men have the traveler up and are
ready to begin on the frame work.
County Engineer Morrison said this
morning that the bridge over the
will be completed by Monday or
Tuesday of the comng week, which
Is record breaking jtlme, considering
The laborers on the
the weather.
Hot Springs structure are at work
sinking the tubes in the middle of the
river on which will rest the ends ot
the two big spans. The entire bridge
will be 140 feet In length making
those two spans each 70 feet long.
The end of the month should see this
structure completed.

Flannel
'

35c

,

Dress

Ladies' Hose

Ginghams

fuii Fashioned

Best Quality'

27

in'

7

m.

9c

to 9

p.m. Saturday

11

l-2-

7

to 9

All Sizes

;

p.m. Saturday

7

26c

?

Fleeced
to

.

9! Satfrdajr
98c

DarrjoInQ in DlzznZicio an di Gosizfario
fJQriDAY OfJLY

ar-roy-

Teaching the old man how to run
his business has lost more Jobs for
geniuses than all the other sins of
youth.

Cotton Union
Suits

'

I

c

$1.25
Pure White

Real Maco

ches wide

None Better

7to9p.

45c

-

COMFORTS
$3.89

2.50 Comforts, a special value

1.89

'The

Hotel

i

2.79

S5.00 All Wool Blankets, per pair
. 2.25 Cotton Blankets, 64 x 80

1.89

Store of Quality"

E.LASVECAS
'

$3.99

8.50 Heavy Wool Blankets white only 6.15

a tfwn a m a. immm

in

--

BLANKETS

$5.00 Comforts, best quality .
3.50 Comforts, good and full

Opposite
Castaneda

-

n.m:

Castaneda
Hotel
'1"fll"t"il

Lmsj,w

ml

LAS VEGAS DAU.V OPTIC,

The PrescripliQnist
1

v

"- -

-

v

v
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The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
In prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phoue Main 3

Dresses
made of the best Serge
and Messaline Satin in
all leading shades
New

One-piec-

e

Ladies', Misses and
Children's Coats and
Suits
Plain and Changeable
Messaline Satins in all
colors

Belding's Yard-wid- e
Guaranteed Satin
Ready-to-we- ar

Street

Hats
Gome and see the new things
' whether
you wish to
buy or not

Hoffman &
Grauharth
Phone Main 104

Decidedly
, unusual.

I

C.

Is J'a Laa

Vegas

M. Gillunde

fiom Albuquerque on business.
S. B. Davis, Jr, went to Raton
this afternoon on a business trip.
H. C. IU eld left last night for Denver where he will spend several days
on business.
Joseph W. Narrelly arrived last
night from his home in El Paso on a
'
business trip.
Colonel R. E. Twltchell, after spending several days In Santa Fe, returned
home last night. '
Jose Sanchez, a merchant of Mora
came in yesterday afternoon from
v.
his home on business.
J.
United States Attorney David
busia
from
last
night
Leahy returned
ness trip to Santa Fa
W. G. Ogle came In from Santa Fe
last night. He was a delegate to the
democratic convention.
Biern-bauBenjamin Gandert and E. H.
from
arrivals
were among the
Mora yesterday afternoon.
D. C. Babbett of Raton was in Las
busiVegas yesterday and today on a
ness trip to the Meadow City.
Judge E. V. Long, a delegate to the
democratic convention at Santa Fe,
returned home this afternoon.
A. J. Thuli manager of the Watrous
Mercantile comuany, came in yesterbusiday afternoon from his home on
ness.
A. M. Horn, the contractor for the
Elks' club house, left this morning
for Raton and Tucumcarl on a business trip.
C. W. Summerlln, after spending
several weeks visiting relatives In
Indiana, returned to Las Vegas yesterday afternoon.
Dr. J. D. Hess, who has been In
Santa Fe this week attending the pro
gressive republican meeting, returned
to Las Vegas last night.
Mrs. James Ward and daughter ar
rived last night from their home In
Chicago and are the guests of Mrs.
Ward's mother, Mrs. Coen.
Mrs. G. Flshburn and children went
tc Albuquerque on No. 1, accompany
ing her mother and brother, who are
on their way to Los Angeles, Cal.
Chris Wlegand and Vincent Tru- der were among the arrivals from
Santa Fe last night. They had been
attending the democratic convention.
Tom La Rue, who accompanied Her
bert Clark, secretary of the state re
publican committee, to Santa Fe Sun
day, returned to Las Vegas, last night.
J. A. Conley, master mechanic of
the Santa Fe, with headquarters in
Raton, was in Las Vegas yesterday
on business, returning rhome
this
morning.
W. G. Haydon who has been in San
ta Fe attending the first democratic
state convention, to which he was a
delegate from San Miguel county, re
turned home last night.
F. H. Pierce, trustee and contractor
for the Oamfield Development com
pany, returned last night from a trip
to Denver where he has been in con
sulfation with the Camfleld officials.
George Minor, who was a resident
of Las Vegas several years, but now
of Corpus Christi, Texas, arrived
this afternoon and will be in Las
Vegas tomorrow renewing old ac
quaintances. He is on his way to El
Paso.
Attorney W. 3. Lucas left this aft
ernoon for Raton on legjal business.
Mrs. Herbert Fell And her little
daughter, Dorothy, arrived last nlgm
from their home in Raton and will
be guests at the home of Mrs. Fell's
Mrs.
Charles
Mr. and
parents,
Tamme, for several day.s.
District A.t(torney Charles W. G.
Ward returned last night from a trip
to Santa Fe and Taos county. He
and Charles Catron were caught In a
rain storm and got a severe soaking.
Mr. Ward says he never saw rain
fall more persistently than It did durv
ing the past three days.
.

the improved
standard.
It takes more than a
guarantee to equal
takes

Wunderhose it
a pretty high standard
of quality and a knowledge that the quality
will outwear the guar-

antee. The obligation
the manufacturer assumes when he tells you
that you are entitled,
and do receive without
question, new Wunderhose free for any that
wear into boles within
four months after purchase, is ample proof of
value.

.

No child however hard on
hosiery has any terrors for
Wunderhose. Menandwomen
w ho re annoyed by punching
toes through the foot of a
stocking heed have no further
annoyance from that source.

One Dollar per box
of four pairs.

E. ROSENWALD &
SON

AUTO PARADE POSTPONED
The automobile parade, which was
on the program for tonight has been
called off on account of the muddy
streets and the threatening weather.
It will take place tomorrow night unless some unforeseen trouble arises,
or another rain occurs.

Napoleon was returning from Russia.
Gathering his great coat about his
ears he remarked: "The weather man
busiappears to be doing a Russian
ness."
Whereupon half his army deesrted.
There's no greater disappointment
to a woman than to go shopping and
find exactly what she wants in the
first Ave minutes.
'
"Ever been in Philadelphia?"
one
there
three
I
days
spent
"Yes,
v
Sunday."

a pest if he forgets his
forefathers, and if he recalls them a
A man's

bore.

a delightful play," and as staged companies him as his wife, though
last night by an excellent company they are never legally married. The
under the direction of Ernest Ship-ma- little girl grows up in the belief that
it furnished many heart thrills Aluna is her mother.
At the opening of the play the
and an evening of unfeigned pleas'ire
to a good sized audience at the Dun- store of Gale In Alaska Is depicted.
Oppoeite Y. M. C. A.
can opera house. The play marked Gold has just been discovered upon
the opening of the season at the Las the claim of Necia and No Creek Lee.
Overstocked on Axminster Vegas playhouse. If the others that There is an Inrush of prospectors and
are to follow it are as well produced adventurers. A detachment of troops
Rugs
the amusement loving public of Las Is also sent from the states to pre
Vegas has many pleasant evenings in serve order and establish the law.
anticipation during the fall and win- Captain Burrel falls in love with
ter.
Necia, but when he learns she is a
"The Barrier" is a story of the
fears to marry her because
II'
H
Alaskan northwest, a country where of the denunciation he expect to remen draw quick and shoot quicker. ceive from hla family.
This trace
i
A country of Indians and squaw men of the red blood In the girl is the
-l!1
UI-,- and miners and ruffians, who have barrier, from which the play derives
gone there In search of gold and ad its name. The girl's father appears
venture. In noenery and fittings the on the scene. He is recognized byj
We find on checking up our stock company that produced the play last Gale. Stark attempts to turn Gale
of Ruga that we have bought more night was well equipped to give It a over to the army officer for arrest
than we can sell this season at a realistio stage Beting.
Through a A fight occurs in the officers' quarprofit You can always set beet quali- carefully chosen and well balanced ters in which Gale succeeds in mor
The dying
ties at The Rosenthal at 25 to 40 tast it was enabled to produce the tally wounding Stark.
per cent less than any other store in play In a manner that brought out all man confesses it was he who comof its strong points.
mitted the crime for which Gale had
town.
Miss Eleanor Haber, who played the be tracked by the officers for eighteen
part of Necia, the leading role, deli years. The barrier is removed when
n en ted her port with exactness.
8he It Is discovered, by Captain Burrell
The
was equally good in the lines which that Necia is not a
required witching coquetry and those curtain falls on the last act with evwhich demanded emotional acting of erybody happy and the 'audience
a high character. Normal McGregor, leaves in the same frame of mind.
v.ho played the part of John Gale,
the squaw man, demonstrated
his
MINING MERGER ABANDONED
as
His
actor.
a
class
ability
high
6x9
Oct. 6. The banadonment
feet
Smith's
Boston,
the
$20.00
$13.85 for
acting was so perfectly natural, that of the proposed merger of the CaluAxminster Rugs.
af first it attracted little attention met Hecla Mining company with nine
$18.75 for the $25.50 Smith's 814 feet
As the play progressed, however, he subsidiaries, all Michigan
Axminster
10
Rugs.
feet
companies,
by
became
the leading character, partly was officially announced just before
$19.85 for the heavy Axminster Rugs
due to the Important lines given him the close of the stock market
today.
worth from $25 to $30.
but mostly because of his clever
$21.50 for the Seamless Smith's heavy
9x12 Axminster
Rugsv worth handling of his part. Lee Miller as
A FINE NIGHTCAP
'he dashing young army captain and
from $30 to $35.
Mux Steinle as No Creek Lee, a one- The Best Thing in the World to go to
ALL OTHER RUGS AND NAVAJOS
and
eyed
prospector
Bed and Sleep on.
AT 20 PER CENT OFF OR CASH.
vere enjoyable characters.
Bryco
"My wife and I find that 4 teaspoon-ful- s
Howatson as the villain and George
of Grape-NutGood Only For One Week Cleveland
and a cup of hot
as Poleon, the Frencn half-or some cream, with it, makes
milk,
breed trapper, apepared to advantage.
Ending October 10th
the finest nightcap in the world,v says
' . he Barrier1 has an
interesting but an
Alleghany, Pa., man.
not too complicated plot It Is the
"We
go to sleep as soon as we strike
Rtory of the love of two men for a
the
bed, and slumber like babies till
A
sir!
Stark, the gambler and repro time to arise in the
morning.
bate, wins her love, while Gale, a a
"It Is about 3 years now since we
lnest man, loses. The gambler began to use Grape-Nut- s
food, and we
Ills wife cruelly and she sends
e
have it for breakfast and
always
rur Gale. They prepare to run away
and sometimes for lunch.
retiring
tuseiher but the husband, learning of I was so sick from what, the doctors
the plan, kills his young wife. Gale, called acute
indigestion and brain fag
who is accused of the murder, esthat
before I began to use Grape-Nutcapes, taking with him the infant I could neither eat, sleep nor work
daughter of the woman he loves. Ho with any comfort.
OPENING OF THE DUNCAN OPERA
is lost on a desert and Is rescued by
"I was afflicted at the same time
HOUSE FOR THE SEASON IS
Aluna, an Indian woman, who nurses with the most intense pains, accomMADE BY GOOD COMPANY
him and the child back to life. Pur- panied by a racking headache and
sued by the law, Gale follows the backache, every time I tried to eat
an un
"The Barrier as written by Rex ever disappearing frontier until he anvthine. Notwithstanding
As reaches Alaska, where he makes a usual pressure from my professional
Beach was a charming story.
dramatized by Eugene V. Presby it last stand. The Indian woman ac duties. I was compelled for a time
to give up my work altogether.
Then I put myself on a diet of
:
Grape-Nut- s
and cream alone, with an
a occasional
cup of Postum as a runneand sometimes a little dry
r-up,
toast. I assure you that In less than
a week I felt like a new man; I had
Extensive line of package Novelties, all put up
gained six pounds In weight, could
complete, ready to work at
sleep well and think well.
"The good work went on, and I was
Pillow Cords in large assortment, silk and mercer- soon
ready to return to business, and
tO
.
.
.
.
izedat
,
have been hard at U, and enjoying it
ever since.
Always a full stock of Fleishern's Yarns, Royal Society Floss,
"Command me at any time any one
Richardson Grecian Floss and D. M. G Cotton in balls and skeins,
enquires as to the merits of Grape-NutYou will .find me always ready
Blankets Greatly Uaderpriced
to testify." Names given by Postum
Mich-ReaCotton Blankets, gray with fancy blue or pink borders
d
Co., Battle Creek,
'
".' ., .
the little book, "The Road to
.
.
at
.
.
.
,
Wellville," In pkgs. There's a reason.
Blankets, specially made of long fleeced wool with part cotEver read the above letterf A nw
ton in warp, regular $3.50 and $4.00 value, per pair
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human

&e

Rosenthal

The Hull Detachable arid
Umbrllla
Interchangeable
Is driving the old style umbrellas out
of existence, because it costs na
more than the old style and gives the

half-bree-

1

"

it .'!

l

)

made

Furniture Co.

-.

oeeoeworoQ

'

PERSONALS

FIVE

6, 1911

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

buyer an advantage never enjoyed
before.

to.

Let us explain the Hull Umbrella

you.

.
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ROBERT J. TAUPERT

,

OPTICIAN

JEWELER

hlaf-bree-

CHAS. LEWIS
-

TAILOR FOR MEN
Stylish and

Everything Made at Home.

Up-to-d- ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

'

WILL DOLL BUILDING

down-at-the-he-

a

r-

PLEASED WITH

lbs. or Mors, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Dellvsry
209 lbs. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
' 60 Iba. to 200 lbs.,
Each Delivery
Less Than 60 Iba, Each Delivery

he-for-

AGU

PUR

A

Famous

Iba.
lbs.
lbs.
Iba,
lbs.

--

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to 13 In.

Front2n.In.
Bck IK

Interest

'

NationaJLj

Qa
llV&r
Distributors

Ten Nights in a Bar Room

I

IX In.
A In.

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

.
I

'

"

.

.

Surplus '"

$50,000,00

$100,000.00

Eiler's Big Scenic Production

1

Front
Back

Optimo
t'VJQnt'Columna"

Capital Paid in

Lots Vegans FridoLy Oct. 6

altmore
to l8Jtl.

sizes

fMAdm JkTho.

60c

Cot Expre$

Douglas Avenue.

All Styles.

$2.50

Tellt-Ftrg- o

701

Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs

25c to $1.50
35 50C

The 5c, 10c and 25c Store

Office

Fabric

Goods Arriving Almost JJaily

..

COMPANY

A

nil
nil irf

stt.
imkia

.

Oppotite the

20c par 109
25c per 100
SOo psr 100
40o par 100
60e per 100

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualites of Which Have Made Las Vegas

s

Art

..

.

tre-r.1-

"THE BARRIER"

f

RETAIL PRICES

200

CROWD IS

BIG

-

......

I

M. CUNNINGHAM, Prefident
PRANK 5PRINOEH.iVlo President

W

J.

D. T. H0SKIN5. CMblor

LAS VEGAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Under Canvas

HOLD ON TO THE

DOLLARS

30 People 30

The Rule of Gold should not replace the Golden
Rule. Yet money is a power, lilt will rule. And
you might as well be a part of the government.

.

Two Special

Cars

THE SAVING DANK
Superb Concert Band and Orchestra
:
'

Papier Mache Snakes, Dragons, etc.

' Remember the Date

should be visited every Monday, so that pay day
does not find you waiting for the only money due
y
you in the world.

?,
,

'

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

DC

A

COASRO-COAS-

J

SUFFERED AGONY

T

WITH ITCHING

AUTOMOBILE

jjp

&
.

toct"!

Sores Like Boils Ail
And Burning.
Over Body.
Farts of Flesh Raw.
Could Scarcely Bear Clothes On.

DRUM, OF CHICAGO, WILL
ESTABLISH CROSS CON- TINENT ROAD.

Nearly Worn Out When He Tried
CuticuraRemediesandWasCured.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Geam Moreno, Las Cruces, N. M.
One gray horse, 7 or 8
years old, 750 lbs.
Branded

COLUMN

I

On

left hip

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or

before Oct 21, 1911, said date being 10
after last appearance of this ad
days
3
vertisement,, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
ADVER
ATE8 FOR CLASSIFIED
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
TISEMENTS
Albuquerque, N. M.
Five cents par line each Insertion 1st
pub. Sept 30, last pub. Oct 11, '11.
a
to
Utimata aix ordinary words
me.
No ad to occupy lest space than
Estray Advertisement
All advertisements chargwo Unea.
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
ed will ba booked at space actually may concern that the following de
without
regard to number of scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. Martlnea, Piedra Lumbre, Bibo,
In advance preferred.
Cash
words

"About four years ago I broke out with
on
arms like bolls. After two
'

'

innr.
x

OCTOBER 6, 1911.

To-wi- t:

TRIP
BOY

i

FRIDAY,

before

days

AND CAFE
lobby RESTAURANTDINNERS
o.Vn.m,,a.r,,81.TiiE
appearance
AND REGULAR

vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Hoard for the bene'it of the 7 HE
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD. '
Albuquerque. N. M.
Istpub. Sept30,last pub. Oct .11,11.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given .to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
C. M. O'Donel, Bell Ranch, N. M.
One gelding, 9 years.
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 21, 1911,sald datebelnglO
day. after last appearance Of this a4;
.
.
M
.1
will
by this Board for the benefit or the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

SHORT ORDERS

GOODS

BEST

SOCIETY

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

AND BUSINESS

HANDLED

DIREUTOSY

4 brother- always welcome to tas
saoh&h
W. O. Wood,
wigwam.
Regular comDavid Flint chief or records vend
munication first and
third Thursday In each
coil otic ot wajapum.
month. Visiting brothtLKS--Mw:- ii
ers cordially Invited. a. p
second a4
Wlltlim H Btano. W. M.: Chaa. H.
fourm
eteulng of each
Sporleder, Secretary.
K C nail,
vision
uioml"

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A,

M

tores
my
Seeking to establish the first conti- month they were all over my body, soma
some going away. In about
and
so
coming,
officially deslgnat-,nental highways
tlx months the boils quit,
ed In the United States, and thereby
but' my arms, neck and
with
a
body broke out with an
par
placing this country on
Itching, burning rash. It
broLL.-ii- .
invited. ii
j tr
other nations noted' for road maintenLAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
would burn and itch, and
V
come out in pimples like
H. Huniter, blixj.ed i'.uler;
ance, Harry Drum left Chicago early
grains of wheat. I was in
last Monday morning. In his Staver
a terrible condition ; I could
et!tst.rj
1
7"
not deep or rest. Pans of
pathfinder to blaze out a route for
my flesh were raw, and I
the Transcontinental Touring club of
aonta Tetania at 7:20 D. m. C. D-- F- - Gv E. Ueet arst ami third Tue
could scarcely bear m7
America. He will probably be about
clothes on. I could not 11a
N.
M.
Boucher, 8. C; Chat. Tamme. Re
day evfuna vaeti
ou, at Fri
in bed ki any position and
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
six weeks on the road to the coast,
corder.
a
the
8
rest. Ia about year
One red mare,
UretSo-ijiiv- ,.
Visiuni
years
Uraal
ua.i.
routM.
N.
and upon the completion of this
Albuquerque,
sores extended down to my feet. Then I sufold, 600 lbs., 5 or 6 feet
sores.
be'.A"ii.ed
cordjit-lBrolhttr
arieso
a
lo
bill
Itching
Oct
11.
11,
fered
with
to
the
burning.
30,
last
intended
pub.
is
1st
acony
place
pub. Sept.
ing it
Branded
I could hardly walk and for a long time I
CHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
LA8
e.
Jr.
fore congress, designating this road could
B.
ritwueo.vlctiuire,
not put on cocks.
L J
On left hip
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Advertisement
connected with Washington or New
"All this time I was trying everything I
Estray
Viard,
ecrstfri.
Said animal being unknown to thin
hear cf, and had the skill of three
convocation first Monday
York on the east, as the transconti- could
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
doctors. They said it was eczema. I got no
Poard. unless claimed by owner on or
In each month at
worn
was
nental highway of America and askI
all
this.
nearly
benefit from
KNlGHTb Or" COLUiviui... uuNCU
before Oct. 21, 1911, said date being 10 may roncern mat tne louowing de
out, arid had frlvcn up in despair of ever
Tempia. at 7: 0 p.
was
taken
animal
scribed
up
by
ing for an appropriation for its
NO." 804 Meets st.oui auo tourt.
estray
last appearance of this adafter
days
cured when I was advised by a friend
being
m. J. A, Rutledge,
The Chicago Record-Heralsaid estray will be sold J. L. Lassater, Albuquerque, N. M.
to try Cuticura Remedies. I purchased
vertisement
in J. K v. io.n fiuuubi
ThursOfey
Chaa. H- - 8porlder,
Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Resolvent, and
by this Board for the benefit of tbe
One sorrel roan mare,' 15
eays of Drum and his trip:
memwri ir v.or
building.
Yinung
used exactly as directed. I used the Cuticura
2.
owner when found.
Ooxo'e Number, Main
secretary
Backed by the' government and Remedies constantly for four months, and
650 lbs., 12 hands
W. U Tlptou, U. n
years,
invited.
dJally
TATTLE 8ANTTARY BOARD.
else, and was perfectly cured. It is
congressional letters and following the nothing
Branded
E. P. Mackei, F. 4.
now a year, and I have not had the least
Albuquerque, N. M
road
two
organthe
trails of
biggest
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E
On
left hip
Oct.
last
30,
bit since. I am ready to praise the Cuticura
11.
1st
11,
Sept.
pub.
pub.
E.
I Cate,
izations in 'the west, the River to Remedies at any time." (Sinned)
.Said animal being unknown to tils
and third Fri- L C. O. F, LAS VEGAS LOOGE NO,
S. Meets first
Exie, Ky., Nov. 10, 1910.
Jtiver road, the Santa Fe trail organl-alienon
or
owner
claimed
unless
3oard,
by
Advertisement
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold WANTED
1. Meets, every Monday evening at
Estray
Good cook.
Apply Las
days In Ma son V Temple. Mrs.
the expedition will receive throughout the world. Send to Potter Drug
Notice ia hereby given to whom It before Oct 21, 1911, said datebelnglO
their hall on Sixth street. Ail "lsit-inM.
21A, Boston, for free
A
Matron;
Chem.
Es-.Hospital.
Dept.
Vegas
Corp.,
Worthy
deAgnes
concern
all
the
Trip,
that the following
lie utmost attention
way.
may
after last appearance of this ad
book on the skin.
of each with
days
brethren cordially invited to at
sample
waa
taken up by
scribed pstray animal
Thomas B. Bow en. Worthy Patron;
t parties in large bodies will be
vertisement said estray will be sold
tend. Carl Carl Wertc, N. G.; A.
WANTED Woman for plain cooking Jessie Bond, Corona, N. M.
to
Santa
from
;ur:;ished
Dxvenport
Mrs. Minerva. A, Howell, Secretary.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwooo,
:'
mare mule, y this Board for the benefit of the
One sorrel
and general housework. Apply
'e at which point the car will be met tains are first sighted and never lost
found.
Phone Main 131, 721 Foarth street.
owner
when
15 hands
4 years old, about
11.17 Eighth street
Secretary; W. E Crltes, treasurer.
about
on.
of
made
from
track
that
of
the
point
newly
by the governor
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
V. HedgcocL, cemetery trustee
"C
high.
The Mojave desert will be entered
shite of New Mexico and the presi1..
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The baffled rascals poured out upon
us from both doors, crowding into the
I
clubbing, "striking with fist and steel nar.ow space, cursing, threatening,
Two lay dead acr6ss the sill before thirsting for revenge. Tet they were
me, cloven to the very chinj but the'r seemingly leaderless, and the boldest
foot of the
bleeding bodies were hurled remorse among them paused at the
felt our
bad
stairs.
already
They
lessly aside,, while others clambered
our
and knew
forward, mad from lust of blood arms, had tested deathsteel,
awaited their
crazed with liquor. With clubbed. well that grim
guns we cleared it again and again advance. could not
But they
pause there long
battering mercilessly at every head
the ever increasing rush of those
that fronted vs. Then a great giant
of a fellow dead or alive, I know behind pressed the earlier arrivals
steadily forward. Grim necessity furnot was hurled head-lon- g
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through the nished
KING
a courage naturally lacking,
that
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inert, limp weight,
vent to a fierce
bore the two soldiers beside me to the and suddenly, giving
were
hurled
they
shout,
upward, seekDoor beneath his body. With wide
to crush us at whatever
sweep of my gun I struck him, shat ing sheer force of numbers. sacrifice,
We met
by
tering the stock into fragments, and them with the point, in the
old
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the
others
back
to
the
meet
swung
Roman
y, thrusting home remorse6YNOP3IS.
'Haves th enemy kept yon feusyT"
like
hot barrel falling to right and left
"Der voa some shooting;, und Hadley a Call.
were through and on lessly, fighting with silent contempt
LcPATE5-I-"-r- h
,torT opms in
he got hurt bad, hut der fellers la all me! WildThey
r
of the for them which must have been madas
any
erittoal
." P"'
unof th Civil army
gone."
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War. nL
blood,
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I
with
crazed
fought,
Imparts te Captain Wayna a ascr.
"Bring your men fit for duty out conscious cf injury, animated solely as he pierced a huge ruffian through
! to""LongstrMt udob the delivery
Issues. Accora-fdJ?- y here io the hall, and have them Join by desire to strike and slay! Back I the shoulder and hurled him back
r2"i? 8eraanftreat
Cralir, an old army my party. How many have your
.
had to to: back I trod on dead ward; but at that moment I saw Craig
Warns
atarta out
bis dangerous
' BUHIOO.
"Der Is four, captain."
bodies, on wounded shrieking in pain, knock aside a levelled gun and press
He drew back, and as he disap- yet no man who came within sweep of his way to the front of the seething
n.
Tha
tw messengers
CHAFTIHJ
on came hastily toward that iron bar lived. I loved to hear mass to assume control. His face was
" 5!al
w" ,"l. their
dodgins; squads of sol- -. peared some
alromt losa
us along the hallway from the rear.
and Analthe thud X it, and I fronted those Inflamed, his eyes bloodshot; drink had
barga
wltMa the line, of tha inem fa
ly
"What is It, Caton?" I asked anx- glaring eyes, my blood afire, my arms changed him into a very demon.
' Ins; "
P nettled th cordon of ploavets ua--r
molested.
"Damn ye. Red told you not to fire!"
iously, as I recognized him.
like steel. Through the red mist I be
"They are forming to rush me, I held Caton for an instant as twenty he yelled. ' "Come on, you dogs! You
CHAPTER HI Encountering a anal!
of soldiers In the darkness. Ways
think," he answered. "I need
few brutal hands uplifted, and then hurled could eat 'em up if ye wasn't slch
ffarty
.Is taken for a federal offlear
who cam
more
I
men
If
can
them."
i Xo keep an
him Into the ruck beneath their feet. blamed cowards. There's only two,
get
appointment. Is accepted as
Ui representative,
and a youn Udr oa
are preparing to assault front Whdther I fought alone I knew not, and we'll hang them yet."
"They
' fcorsebaok
is given In his chara.
He leaped straight up the broad
And rear at the same time," I an- cared not. Then eome one pressed
a steps, his long cavalry sabre in hand,
I
as
did,
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wielding
he
next
are
lr-Tto
and
femal
now,
me,
C??AJZER
"They
facing
massing
-,two southern scouts Is acompanies
naa our while a dozen of the boldest followed
northern
snrl, who, when she becomes aware of la my judgment Brennan will have to word like a madman. We
slashes Wayna with face the brunt of It. Th front of this backs against the piano, our shoui him. Brennan swung his sword high
' Illations,
IT 35?" W
aLa
attempts to escape house Is greatly exposed, and will dera touched: before us that mob over head, grasping it with both
tut fails!'
even as I
prove extremely difficult to defend U swayed, checked for the moment, held hands for a death-blooreaa.
thrust
throat
at
the
of
come
the
vOna
directly
horse.
fejlow's
sudden
with
tt
force.
fast
overpowering
they
against
5,PTER
by
any
hroueh mm, k. orders Craig to Vet How many men do you absolutely re- I glanced aside. My companion was The uplifted blade struck the chain
"eyes of the hanging lamp, snapped at the
to hold your position ? Remem- Brennan. hatlesa, his deep-se- t
r
tn
.are-lef- t
r r a rooy srorjo. Norta quire
ber, the) women are all In the front aflame, his coat torn off, ,his shirt hilt, and losing his balance the Major
' he ConJMerat
CHAP,
offloor part of the house, and we must pro- ripped open to the waist, his bare plunged headlong Into the ruck bethe
fad
thread be niases ef tect them at all hazards; come with breast red with blood.
neath. The downward fall of his body
the wo
scorers ft lonely hat,
ndent
No ehootln, damn ye!" shouted a swept the stairs.
'he
snas--. m. There are times when a higher
a
dark
huge
Mt,atts
As I stood there, panting and breath
girl shoots the brut
law (than that of military despotism voice, hoarsely. "No shootln'; I want
less, a woman rushed downward. Beshould control our actions. I am eo that Reb alive!
CHAPTER VTL-T- he
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the ma. ' lnc t Kurd nrrfoi-- A, n r -- Hai-a
Through the swirling smoke I rec lieving she would throw herself into
one Jed Bungay, appears and of
ha
his can
wife give the captain a welcome.andSudcommand your detachment and ac- ognized the malicious face or Kea that tangled mass below, I instantly
denly a party of horsemen are observe complish all the service you possibly Lowrie as he pushed his way to the caught her to me.
coming down th road.
'Don't" I cried anxiously. "You
could. Your rightful place is between front To me it was UKe a personal
CHAPTER VirL-Th- ey
cannot help him. For God's sake go
are led by . these ruffians and the woman you challenge to combat.
nan claiming; to be Red Lowrie,
who
"Rush them!" I muttered into Bren-nan'-s back where you were."
ordera Mrs. Bungay to give them food, love. How many additional men will
and her husband
to act as a guide. Tha be required to make the back of the
'It Is not that," she exclaimed, her
ear. "Hurl them back a bit, and
woman discovers the man to be a dis- voice thrilling with excitement. "Oh,
?"
house
under into the next room."
secure
dodge
attacks tha Intruder and
Silsed IsImpostor,
a general melee.
I never waited to ascertain If he Captain Wayne, do you not hear the
"I feel like a new man, Wayne," he
I bugles?"
CHAPTER IX. The disguised leader said thankfully, "and I know you are heard me. With one fierce spring
As by magic those hateful faces van
proves to be Major Brennan, a Federal right. Four more would be sufficient, struck their stunned line, and my
fflcer whom tha Union girl recognizes. besides the one in command."
iron bar swept a clear space as it ished, disappearing by means of ev
, ,
Hi orflAra t
"Good ! Ebers," I said, as my portly crashed remorselessly into them. The ery opening leading out from the hall,
girl protests and says she will appeal
yiobeGeneral
seemSheridan.
and when the cheering
sergeant again emerged from out the next Instant Lowrie and I were
CHAPTER X. Wayne held prisoner la darkness, "take your four men back ingly alone and fronting each other. surged In through the broken door, I
oopse, sees files of Confederates
to the kitchen and assume command. A wild cat enraged by pain looks as was yet standing there, appearently
theroad at a distance and knows pass
that
The guerillas are preparing to make he did when he leaped to meet me. alone but for the dead, leaning weak
Craig has delivered th message.
rush there, and you must drive them Hate, deadly, relentless, glared in his and breathless against the wall, my
a
CHAPTER XL The captive Is brought
he arm about Edith Brennan.
hack
by a rapid fire.
General
Mora
Hurry along eyes, and with a yell of exultation
Sheridan who refuses to
fet him free unless be reveals th secret now."
swung up his long rifle and struck
anessag.
CHAPTER XXXIII.
The little group had barely van- savagely at my head with the stock.
CHAPTER XTI. Captain Warn Is led ished beyond the glow of the light I caught It partially on my barrel,
to understand that the woman he admires
After the Struggle.
when from without our ears were sud- breaking Its full force, and even as It
Is Edith Brennan. wife of the Federal
A young officer, whose red face was
who hates him. He Is given the denly assailed by a wild, exulting yell descended upon my shoulder, jabbed
choice of revealing th Lea message or
the muzzle hard Into his leering face. rendered extremely conspicuous by
that bespoke the charge.
o being shot as a spy.
- "There they are!" I cried. "Now, With a snarl of pain he dropped his the blue of his uniform, led the rush
CHAPTER . flcm. Wayna is rescned lads, come with me!"
gun and grappled with me, but as of his soldiers as hey came tumbling
roa,. hla sriHn
Bungay. One of
Jd
his fingers closed about my throat, gallantly into the hall. (
them must get a by
reThe
dull, gray, chilling dawn
report through th
lines to General quick
Lee and Jed starts on vealed a room in utmost
Up there, men! he cried, eaten- disorder, the something swirled down through the'
th mission.
windows shattered, the blinds cut and maze, and the maddened brute stag- lng sight of me, and pointing. "G?t
CHAPTER XIV.
th garb of splintered, the walls scarred with bul gered back, his arms uplifted,, his red that Johnny with the girl."
an absent officer at Finding
th Union artillery,
As they sprang eagerly forward over
with stains of beard cloven In twain.
Wayne penetrates to the ballroom, where lets and disfigured
"Now for it, Wayne!" shouted Bren the dead bodies littering tlie floor at
a social army function Is In progress, blood, the furniture overturned and
CoU
and pretends to be
Curran of Ohio.
the foot of the stairs, Brennan scran-ble- d
broken. A dead soldier in gray uni- nan. "Back with you!"
With a dive I went under the piano.
CHAPTER XV.-- Th
disguised scout is form lay in the center of the floor, his
unsteadily to his feet, and halted
Introduced to a Miss Miner. 8he knows
a dark stain upon the rich 1 heard the sliding doors shut behind them with imperious gesture.
th Curran family and Wayne barely as
was
capes being unmasked, Edith Brennan
"Leave him alone!" he command
carpet; a man with coat off, and blue us, and almost with the sound
Appears on tha seen.
shirt ripped wide open, was leaning again upon my feet.
ed. "That is the commander of the
"To the stairs!" I panted. "Bren- Confederate detachment who came to
CHAPTER XVI. Mrs. Brennan recogagainst the further wall vainly endeavnises Wayne. Bhe having been led to be- oring to staunch a wound in his chest. nan, take the women to the stairs; our aid. The guerillas have fled down
lieve that he had been sent away, learna
of the treachery of Maj. Brennan and Brennan was upon one knee near the those fellows are not in the hallway the hallway, and are most of then:
ays she will save him.
central window, a smoking gun in his yet, and we can hold them there a outside by now. Wayne," he turned
CHAPTER XVTL Mrs. .Brennan sehand, a red welt ' showing ghastly while."
and glanced up at us, his face instantcures a pass through the Inner lines and across his cheek. All this I saw in a
In our terrible need for haste, and
ly darkening at the tableau, "kindly
goes ,part way with Wayna when they
fillare suddenly confronted toy Brennan.
single glance, and then, with the leap amid the thick, swirling smoke
assist the ladies to descend; we must
sufforoom
to
Inner
almost
that
I
ing
was
of a panther
beside him, gazing
get them out of this shambles."
CHAPTER X V 111. Brennan attempts out Into
the morning mist, and firing cation, I grasped the woman chancing
to shoot Wayne, but the latter vthrows bis
He lifted them one by one and with
to
nearest
without
be
me,
knowing
as fast as I could handle my gun.
aaamy to tha ground senseless.
ceremonies
politeness across the
who she was. Amen.
CHAPTER XXX. Bidding jsry r.arfy
Through the shifting smoke clouds at that moment
were splintering ghastly pile of dead and wounded
th North .adieu, Wayne starts suon ag we could see them advancing on a lready .the rifle-buthe
to
the
"Escort
them
a wild dash for liberty. BnoountrinsT
library,"
us
wood
the
behind
Into
staves,
han nm iisutenaEf e nnlform. v oom-H- U run an ugly, motley line, part blue, and light
room
"That
I
hesitated.
as
suggested,
comI
Mm to .accompany nisa.
hastily dragged my dazed
part gray, part everything yelling
forward. The others were In will probably be found clear."
CHAPTER XX. His companion ttarns as they swept forward like a pack of panion and we
I was somewhat surprised that Brenadvance,
fc.oped our way like
In
to
be
Jod Bungay
rut
disguise. They Infuriated wolves, their fierce faces
nan should not have come personally
blind
Into
out
clear tha tiakaa lined arso sac towaeds
hall.
the
persons
By
scowling savagely behind the rifle::. rare
tha Cnnfedsraea sevwrv
good fortune It was yet unoc- to the aid of hiB wife, but as he igIt was half war, half riot the reckless
I at once
CHAPTER XXJ. Captain
TByis and onslaught of outcasts bent on plunder, cupied, and as we took the few hur nored her'presence utterly,
lbs faithful Jad reach th Xe camp la
her my arm, and silently led
offered
rled
the
toward
foot
of
steps
the
inspired by lust, yet guided by rude stairs I found
safety and are sect away to accompany
my arm was encircling the way to the room designated, the
Mnforoamants to general arly.
discipline.
Celia Minor.
The depth of despair others following as best they might
I
were
faces
knew
of
little
'..CHAPTER XXTL Wayna and his reirt- detail;
her
dark
within
eyes and the speech-los- The apartment was unoccupied', exhibHI are sent to sire ma con reae rate
nr In tha battle of Shenandoah. Here blurred, unrecognizable; all I seemed
of her white face, swept iting no signs of the late struggle, and
anguish
solid wall of blue overwhelms them and to note clearly was that solid, brutal, for an Instant the fierce
rage of battle I found comfortable resting places for
h regiment la lost,
heartless, blasphemous line of desper- from my brain.
all. Miss Minor was yet sobbing softCHAPTER XXIIT. Wayne Is wounded ate men sweeping toward us with a reAt that moment the mob, discover- ly, her face hidden upon her mothfield
where
he
to
the
taken
lentless fury our puny bullets could
hospital,
constrained
Ed
by Edith Brennan, who is kind not check. Reckless ferocity was in ing our direction of escape, jammed er's shoulder, and I felt
gracious.
both doorways and surged forth howl to speak with her.
that mad rush; they pressed on more lug into the hall.
"I shall go at once," I said kindly,
CHAPTER XX IV. The wounded Conthan human beings. I
federates have a hard night ride as they like demons
I
"to
ascertain all I can regarding Lieu"Up!"
her
cried,
forward.
forcing
saw
the living stumble
bra. returned to camp; wayna among saw men fall; I
with
tenant
Caton, and will bring you
"Up
you;
quick!"
over the dead. I heard cries of agony,
I paused a scant second to pluck a word."
was
no
but
there
curses,
pause.
shouts,
that
CHAPTER XXV. Wayne
saber from beside a dead soldier on
She thanked me with a glance of
scattered the falseMajor Brennan hascoward
the floor, and then with a spring up her dark eyes clouded with tears, but
and refused to
hood that he Is a
neet him to wipe out an insult to Edith
the intervening steps, faced about at as I turned hastily away to execute
'
Brennan.
Brennan's side otf the first landing.
s...
this errand, Mrs. Brennan laid re"We ought to leave our mark on straining hand upon my arm.
CHAPTER XXVI. Wayne and Jed
detail
Bungay are sent on a scouting
those incarnate devils here," he said
"Captain Wayne," she said with
from Richmond. The latter learns that
unthe fortunes of war have disrupted his
wiping his red blade on the much seriousness, "you are very
grimly,
until
not
boms and that his wife is a fugitive.
must
go
but
you
selfish,
,..
carpet.
jr- -.
"Unless they reach the second story your own wounds have been attended
CHAPTER XXVII. The Confederate
more serious
detail arrives at the Minor place where
from
without, and take us in the to; they may be far
Wayne meets Miss Cella Minor and Mrs.
than
I
apprehend."
you
"we
Brennan
to
appears.
rear,"
hold
answered,
ought
Bungay. Edith
As I gazed at her. surprised by the
back the whole cowardly crew, sd
Confederates
CHAPTER XXVm.-T- he
so openly displayed, I
anxiety
as
to
refuse
learn
fire."
that
and
courier
they
long
Federal
a
capture
TJ... chanced she
In their dibehold
to
myself reflected
Major Brennan is marching
It
a
was
to
scene
abide long with V
rection. They prepare to intercept him.
mirror
directly across
a
within
large
man a horrible nightmare, never to
arroom.
me
One
XXIX-Sothe
glance was sufficient
CHAPTER
guerrillas
be forgotten.
Above us, protected
rive at the Minor place and fire tha
'H6r words were fully'
to
me
conyince
somewhat
of
are
the
curve
detachment
by
the
abrupt
tables. Wayne and hia
wide staircase, crouched the women. Justified. My remains of uniform lit
besieged In the house.
Two were sobbing, their heads hurled erally clung to me in rags, my bare
CHAPTER XXX. Brennan and hls
In their hands, but Maria and Mrs. shoulder looked a contused mass of
men appear. They are admitted to tha
bouse and form a coalition with, Wayna
battered flesh, my hair was matted,
Brennan sat white of face and
to fight off the guerrillas.
I caught one quick glance at and my face blackened by powder
the fair face I loved my sweet lady stains and streaked with blood.
CHAPTER XXXI. Wayne meets Edith
interand feels grateful for her friendly
"I certainly do appear disreputable
of the North thinking, Indeed, it
conassumes
dictatorially
est Brennansituation.
astrol of the
might prove the last on earth, and enough," I admitted; "but I can sesufficiently
sure
is
it
knew
you
her
nothing
me.
eyes were upon
"I Was Standing There Apparently
Then,
Tha guerrillas
XXXIL
CHAPTER
stronger of heart than ever for the rious to require Immediate attention."
the
Alone, but for the Dead."
break Into tha mansionto and Just asEdith
As I stepped without and closed the
triumph,
I fronted that scene
renegades are about
comiag
announces tha arrival of a rescuing party I could mark their faces now, cruel, below. struggle,
door
behind me, I was at once startOf blue coats.
led
the rapid firing of shot from
angry, revengeful; the hands that
by
Through the rising haze of smoke
grasped the veranda railings; the leap- I looked down into angry faces, un- the rear of the house, and the next
d
ing bodies; the rifle butts uplifted to kempt beards, and branished weapons. moment I encountered the young,
officer hurrying along the hall
batter down our frail defenses.
(Coni.:s3I from Yesterday)
As trapped tigers we fought, turllng
them back from the windows, s'.r.shlng,

1
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sea-rove-
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way at the head a squad of Federal
cavalrymen. Recognizing me in the
gloom of the passage he paused suddenly.
"I owe you a belated apology, Captain," he exclaimed cordially, "for having mistaken you for one of those miscreants, but really your appearance
was not flattering."
"Having viewed myself Blnce within
a mirror," I replied, "I am prepared to
acknowledge the mistake a most natural one. However, I am grateful to
be out of the scrape, and can scarcely
find fault with my rescuers. Five minutes more would have witnessed the
end."
"We rode hard," he said, "and were
In saddle within fifteen minutes after
the arrival of your courier. You evidently made a hard fight of It; the
house bears testimony to a terrible
struggle. We are rejoiced to learn
that Lieutenant Caton was merely
stunned; we believed him dead at
firet, and he is far too fine a fellow
to go in that way."
"He is truly living, then?" i exclaimed, greatly relieved. "MIbw Minor, to whom he is engaged, is sorrowing over his possible fate in tie library yonder. Could not two of your
men assist him to her? She ould
do more to hasten his recovery than
any one."
"Certainly," was the . Instant response. "Haines, you and McDonald
get the officer out of the front room;
carry him In there where the ladies
are, and then rejoin us."
I left, remembering then my own
need. By, using the back stairway I
avoided unpleasant contact with the
traces of conflict yet visible at the
front of the house, and finally discovered a bathroom which afforded facilities for cleansing my flesh wounds
and making my general appearance
more presentable. I found I could do
little to Improve the condition of my
clothing, but after making such

a
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Engraved Cards
Gentle Hand Was Stroking Back
the Hair From Off My Temples.
changes for the better as were possible, soaking the clotted blood from
out my hair, and washing the powder
btaius from my face, I felt I should
no longer prove an object of aversion
even to the critical eyes of the women,
who would fully realize the cause for
my torn and begrimed uniform.
A glance from the window told me
the Federal cavalrymen were' bearing
out the dead and depositing them beyond view of the house in the deserted negro cabins. Ebers and one or
two of my own men were standing
near, carefully scanning the uncovered
faces as they were borne past, while
scraps of conversation overheard
brought the information that the long
dining room where I had passed the
night on guard had been converted into a temporary hospital.
Irresolute as to my next action, I
passed out into the upper hall. It was
deserted and strangely silent, seemingly far removed from all those terrible scenes so lately enacted in the
rooms beneath. My head by this time
throbbed with pain; I desired to be
alone, to think, to map out my future
course before proceeding down the
stairs to meet the others. With this
in view I sank down - in complete
weariness upon a convenient settee.
My heavy head sank back
upon the arm of the settee, and
It
deep sleep closed my eyes.
was in my dreams I felt it first a
light, moist touch upon my burning
forehead and I imagined I was a
child once more, back at the old home,
caressed by the soft hand of my mother. But as consciousness slowly returned I began to realize dimly where
I was, and that I was no longer alone.
A gentle hand was stroking back the
hair from off my temples, while the
barest uplift of my eyelids revealed
the folds of a dark blue skirt pressing
close to my side. Instantly I realized
who must be the wearer, and remained
motionless until I could better control my first unwise impulse.
She spoke no word, and I cautiously
opened my eyes and glanced up into
her face. For a time she remained
unaware of my awakening, and Rat
there silently stroking my forehead,
her gaze fixed musingly upon the
window at the farther end of the hall.
Doubtless she bad been, sitting thus
for some time, and had become absorbed in her own reflections, for I
lay there drinking in her beauty lor
several moments before she chanced
to glance downward and observe that
I was awake. I think the very intensity of my gaze awakened her from
reverie, for she turned almost with
a start and looked down upon me. As
our eyes met, a warm wave of color
dyed her throat and cheeks crimson.
A

(To be Continued)
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See Graaf Dry Goods Co. ad

Concord

Michigan

Grapes

As (he season will soon close for

advantage

for 40c per Basket
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Screened and Lump Ration CerHIIos

COAL
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all sizes

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling
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The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issn.es Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Chop

Trouble on the coast lines was the
cause of a delay to train No. 10 today
and it was necessary to run a stub
from Albuquerque to La Junta
Nos. 10 and I! are both due to arrive
about 10 o'clock this evening.
Word has been received from Chithe death . ot Miss Annie T.
Altkea on last Thursday at the Presbyterian hospital In that city. Miss
Altken was an lnstiuctor in the Nor-mschool here for several, years
and all of her friends here will
mourn her death.
cago of

Big delegations of voters from the
West side will attend the republican
meeting at which H. O. Bursum will
speak tomorrow evening. The republicans who reside across .the river
have appointed committees In each
ward who will advertise the meeting
to every man, woman and child. It
Is expected that several hundred voters, both democrats and republicans,
will attend the meeting. The Greater
Las Vegas band will play and everybody will be assured of good speeches
at the opera house.
A great time Is expected at the
meeting of the business men's se
niors, and students' classes of the
association
Young Men's Christian
this evening. The ' secret may be
found In the following program: First
Basketball by the Ball Hunters, BasSecond
ket Eaters, Cannibalites;
Toast and- roasts, by prominent memthird re
bers of the association;
freshments, ade of orange, leaf of
The
clover; fourth more'' toasts.
gymnasium schedule ' for the winter
will be announced at the meeting. It
is expected that the class will begin
work the week of October 16.

BIG
.
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Roller Mills

AGRICULTURAL

FAIR

In

that

The Regal People Use the Straight
Line Selling System
Direct From Factory to Wearer
This method gives the customer all the new lasts in

booth.

Margarita Romero has on display
two cases of ore taken from his mine
at El Porvenlr. Thla catches the eye
of the men interested in mines 'and
mining. The Crystal Ice company has
a fancy display of its product with
fresh cut flowers frozen in the Ice.
Perry Onion, the florist, has a booth
adorned with the finest of potted and
cut flowers and plants. The booths of
the Rosenwalds and the Bacharach
brothers are adorned with the latest
in ladies' clothing. The electric light
company has added a fine showing of
the newest cooking utensils and tomorrow noon will serve a free lunch,
all of which will be cooked with these
electrical appliances.
The corn exhibit shows the wonder
ful product raised on the mesa east
of the city and the competitors for
the premiums in this dine are many.
The ears run from 8 inches to 13 or
14 Inches In length and some of the
stalks are as high as the bottom of
the balcony floor.
Fresh alfalfa that stands as high
as a man's chest Is to be seen to the
right of the main entrance as in also
the product in bulk and In bales. The
exhibitions of wheat and oats are
many and fine. These grains are to
be seen bobt In the sheaf and after
being threshed. The vegetable displays are the most plentiful of all
Enormous squash pumpkins, cucum
bers 15 Inches long, sugar beets
weighing over 6 pounds, turnips, and
Ii fact every vegetable ever raised In
this county are on display. The dis
plays in this department are mostly
dry farming products and it shows the
wonderful development In' farming.
Beautiful fruits are in plenty.
In the basement are over fifteen
dogs, allflne specimens, and many
with pedigrees. Chickens that have
carried off many premiums on previous occasions and two pens of sheep
are also in this, place. The pens to
the west and rear of the building are
filled with the choicest of stock, the
finest of blooded bulls, draft stallions,
fine Jacks, and all other specimens of
fancy live stock.

3 to 6 weeks, whereas, it takes other manufacturers selling
the nsual way from 4 to 6 months to accomplish the same
We will gladly show you the line

thing.
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GREENBERGER

:

ill

20 Pounds
for
$1.00

& Hay ward Co.

Store

J. II. STEARNS
GROCER.

by

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let. us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a

proposition that will look
good to you.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
It Is the Secret of Knowing
How to Do a Thing That
Counts
You have often wondered how your
lady keeps her furniture looking so fresh
She is using GOLDEN STAR, the
niture cleaner and polisher. It works
and costs but little.

:v;"UbG-

Cauliflower, egg plant, summer squash, pearl onions, green onions,
dry onions, horse, radish root, ripe and v green tomatoes, red and
green cllli, mangoes, "quinces, Virginia sweety potatoes, cabbage, lettuce, etc. A full line of groceries meats, Kansas City and native,
'
'
f
and Bakery goods.

new furwonders

For Sale By

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.
'

9-1-

4,

1911.

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

Try
a
Sack
of

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

Empress
Flour

Don't Fail to See Our
Booth at the Fair

Sold By

36 fine varieties of Dahlias on Exhibition

C.DV BOUCHER

PERRY ONION & SON
507 Sixth Street

neighbor
and new.

Ask for a free sample.
Put up in 25 and 50 cent Bottles

,

Has on hand for the convention choice eating and cooking apples,
pears, Santa Fe freestone peaches, German prunes, plums. Concord
Mission and Tokay grapes, Valencia oranges and other fruits.

.

"A SQUARE DEAL"- -

but we can, put you onto
the right way to sell goods,

It will save you a lot
of bother to have
them taken away and
brought back ready
for use. And the
charges are very
small.
Phone Main 81 or
give them to our

We are better prepared to please you

We have all the New Fall Styles.

they pull away from the delicious
looking viands that are to be seen

The cold, wet weather of yester
day was too much for several natives and, to warm their cold blood,
they took much fire water and were
allowed to occupy the jail at the city
hall last night Rubel Martinez, Gre- gorlo Lucero and Pino Pena were
the three that were unable to hang
onto the' water wagon in the cold
wet weather. Martinez in days gone
by is said to have been a frequent
occupant of the cooler. For the last
six months he has been out of town,
and last night when he returned he
went on a little spree and was
pinched by Chief of Police Ben Coles.
Owner How did you come to punc
This morning he was sentenced to
ture
the tire?
road work for the next 30 days.
Chauffeur Ran over a bottle of
Lucero was also arrested by
Chief Coles and given 10 days by milk.
Onew Didn't you see it in time?
Judge Murray. Night Officer Terry
Chauffeur
No; the kid had it unMcGovern took In Pena, who was re
leased on paying the costs with a der his coat.
suspended fine of $5.00.
See Graaf Dry Goods Co. ad on
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com page 3.
pany will hold its regular monthly
meeting tonight at the fire house. A
full attendance is desired, as ImportTomorrow afternoon has been set
ant business will be brought before
for the big riding contest and
the meeting.
string of broncos and bulls, with
number of punchers to ride them.
will be on hand. The star exhibition
of the afternoon promises to be the
attempts on the part of the riders to
conquer T. A. Akers' big bull. This
animal has been in many contests and
Can be made easy
up to date has always come out with
a clean record. If any of the punchby sending us your
ers succeeds in riding him It will be
Wool Blankets, Lace
lor the first time. The contest will
Curtains, Rugs, etc.
occur on the lots west of the armory,

Phone Main 131

In Vegetables

ATTEND

(Continued From Page One)

driver.

The Graaf

CROPS

detail, is now here.
than ever before.

Housecleariing

and all kinds of Graijay
and Alfalfa at

L

Tonight the younger set of the
Commercial club wll give a dance In
the club rooms. This is the first dance
with the execution of the governor's
ball given during .the week of the encampment in July, that has been, giv
en at the club for several months. It
has been over a month since the Fort
nightly club has given a dance. For
this reason it la expected that a large
crowd will be present to enjoy the
evening. Fall weather is here and it
Is an ideal time for dancing. Good
music has been provided and a good
time is expected.

Our New Fall Line of Regal Shoes, complete in every

Wrn. Ilfeld
Ludwig
Brldgre Street

See Graaf Dry Goods Co. ad on
Friends of Dr. F. H. Crall, who went page 3.
to Chicago to be operated upon, will
be. glad to hear that the operation on
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Tuesday was success and that the is In the wood. Direct from distillery
doing nicely.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

High tide' quality and low tldo
prices. The rise and fall of the
waters, one of nature's miracles,
forms an excellent example with
which to compare the two trade In
creasing characteristics, low prices
and high quality, which are so strongly embodied in Bostonlan dress
shoes for men. $3.50 to $5.00, ot
Taichert's, 610 Douglas avenue.

Stoveboards,

e,

5 minutes walk or ride may save you $5.00.

Mr, and Mrs. W. E. Hill are the
parents of a baby, son born early this
morning in Lea Vegas. Mr. Hill Is
agent for the Santa Fe at Rowe.

There will be services at Temple
Monteflone this evening at 8 o'clock
celebrating the feast of the Harvest
In the absence of a rabbi I W. Ilfeld
will officiate..

Stove-pip-

Your Fall

Shorts

Las Vegas

A

Gre-gori-

Our Pride Flour

Bran

See our line of Heaters,
Coal Buckets, etc.

-

First National Bank Building.

,

at Nolette'l

"REGAL SHOES"

Are You?

For the Cold Spell.

Trr a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

TODAY

Concord grapes, ; take
and buy while you can

Always get the best
barber shop.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1911.

"on

pnge 3.
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We Are Ready

LOCAL NEWS

A NEW SHIPMENT

.

$1000 "Bull" Durham Stake for 2:1a Pacers
to be raced "Bull',' Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Base Ball Every Day

Exciting Horse Races

Feature Upon Feature
; Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
"I
Special rates on all railroads.
John B. McManus,
Isaac; Barth, Pres.
Secy-Mng- r.

Rams For Sale
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams aie specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
ourranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our statipn, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,

J. P. Van

Houterv Co.
Sh.oema.kor

N. M.

(The Coffee Man.)

FhoneMata462
EB3

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE BULLS EYE-

-

